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SIJMMARY

Therrnally induced frequency instabilities in transferred

electron oscilrators can originate fron an anbient temperature change

or a change in bias voltage. üíhilst the effect of ambient temperature

on the oscillator perfornance is included in the investigations, the

frequency shifts that occur with pulse biassing are studied extensively'

After an initial survey of relevant literature, various thermal nodels

are described that predict the temperatule profiles and transients in

the transferred électTon device for specified operating conditions'

Low duty cycle biassing is considered when the bias induced temperatule

is assuned to decay to anbient between pulses. subsequent models are

used to study the thermal characteristics at higher duty cycles when

the tenperatule initially rises during a settling transient and stabilises

at ¿m average level about which there exists a periodic variation for

successive bias cycles. The difficulties expected in accurately

determining the frequency-tenperature dependence from electron dynamic

nodelling are outlined and enpirical' methods are described to obtain

this characteristic for a particular oscillator. It is shown that the

average tenperature level results in an overall spectral shift whilSt

the tenperature tra¡sient within the bias pulse duration creates an

FM or frequency',chirping'| effect. Applying Fourier transfor¡n techniques,

the frequency instabilities are synthesised and analysed' using the

previously acquired tenperature data, close agreement between predicted

and observed results is obtained'

The importance of the device-circuit interaction on the

relative frequency shifts is enphasised. The frequency I'chirpn is

considered to be a real problen when using pulsed oscillators in

applications and environments de¡nanding a high degree of stability, Ðd

(v)



nethods of its el.imination or restriction are discussed. Injection

locking, using a low power., stable soulce, has been investigated.

Although this, alone, is shown not to be an efficlent technique for

lchirprr restraint, the results identify several interesting phenomena

associated with the locking performance of an array of devices.

ultimately the development of devices having 'rbuilt-in"

stabilisation is considered and optimum perfornance is predicted when

using such devices with injection locking. Double heat sinking of

the die and the control of the doping profile in the active layer are

included as possible ¡neans of irnproving the inherent frequency stability.

Finally, a transferred electron device production facility

is described centred on a liquid phase epitaxial growth assenbly.

Preliminary cormissioning tests are'outlined and rudimentary theory

introduced on the rate of growth. The deficiencies of the techniques

adopted are identified to assist in the future developnent of the

systen. It has been, shown that the tirne required for the preparation,

con¡nissioning and operation of a conplete production facility is not

connensurate with the tine allocated for completion of this thesis.

Tle proof of predictions has therefore not been possible, but the

foundational work so far undertaken establishes guidelines for future

research.
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PREFACE
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

For more than a decade the transferred electron effect

has been extensivel.y studied and applied in microwave solid state

oscillators and anplifiers. Contributions in this field are nulnerous

and surveys of earlier work up to t97L nay be found in the theses of

Hobson [1] , Brar¡man [2] and Bolton [3] . This thesis reports on theor-

etical and experinental investigations nade in furthering the under-

standing of the transferred electron mechanism and, in particular, the

identification of some of the problens associated with the application

of transferred electron oscillators (T.E.O.ts) in practical environnents.

From the outset it is emphasised that the ain of the overall project

included the developnent of analytlcal nodels, supported, whet'e practicable,

by experimental results. Ultimately, the construction of device production

facilities rìras initiated to provide devices 0f desired specifications to
l

prove the theoretical predictions and to atternpt to improve existing

nethods of production technology.

Naturally, research and developnent in this field follows

a sinilar path to that for the older electronic devices including the

range of vacuum tubes,'discrete solid state equivalents and now the

.relatively new integrated circuit technology. There is a continuing

battle to advance the power-frequency barrier. The initial breaking

of the frequency barrier at low RF power levels leads to considerably

more developnent in endeavouring to increase the obtainable power

levels within the new found frequency ranges. The advent of the T'E'O'

over ten years ago provided a breakthrough into the higher nicrowave

spectruln using solid state technology. Since then much effort has

1



been nade in increasihg the output power capabilities. High peak

por4rers are obtained initially using low duty cycle pulse biassing to

avoid excessive and destructive heating. Attenpts to increase the

average por{¡er levels by increasing the device efficiency and improving

the effectiveness of heat sinking have been partially successful in

recent years, l.Infortunately, however, although devices nay be

operated within safe linits of burn-out, it has long been observed that

the two fundanental characteristics of oscillators, nanely, the output

power and frequency, are dependent on the active layer tenperature.

The variation of output power with tenperature is not of such concern

as the variation of frequency since limiters for power levelling nay

be readily applied in a practical system. Frequency stability is

therefore of prine interest and is studied extensively in this research

program. Earlier published work ln allied fields is briefly surveyed

in each chapter, but for a suitable introduction an overall appraisal

of the relevant literature is warranted. Hence the following sections

present a perspective view of the advances made to date and in doing

so highlight the present work described in the following chapters.

No attenpt is nade to historically review the rnany contributions to the

developnent of electron dynanic models describing the transferred electron

effect nechanisn where tenperature dependence has not been considered.

Apart fron not being directly relevant to this work adequate surveys

have already been presented, âsr for exanple, in the aforementioned

theses, and inclusion here would indeed be repetitious.

In general, it can be statcd that in the first decade after

Gunn's discovery of the transferred electron effect in 1963 there was

rnuch research activity in modelling devices based on numelous experi-

nental observations including, in particular, those thernally induced

peculiarities that present problems in practical applications. During

)
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this tine speculators tended to be too optimistic in their predictions

of future power capabilities of T.E.O. rs and neglected to consider the

basic principle of quality control. This second decade of research

is a rnore sobering period in which more realistic clains of optinun

T.E.O. performance are expected with special attention being given to

quality. The power-frequency barrier will naturally continue to

be advanced, but, nore inportantly, higher quality devices will be

developed and particular reference can be nade to the frequency stability.

1.1 The Transferred Electron Device

1. 1. 1 Electron dynanics

Computer simulation of the electron dynamics within a

transferred electron device (T.E.D.) operated with specified pararneters

has been an essential means of verifying proposed theories. The

nodelling of devices is based on the following equalities as quoted in

the najority of the literature on this subject and shown without tenp-

erature dependence. The velocity-field characteristic for electrons

in n-GaAs is derived fron the expression [4] , [51

¡rE vs (E/Ea) k (1.1)+

v(E) k1+ (E/Ea)
I

ì

i

i

I

t

ri

l.

i'
r
I
I

(

where v is the average electron velocity, v, is the electron saturation

valley velocity and U is the nobility. E is the electric field and

E and k are chosen for optinun fit. Typically E^ = 4000 V/cm and
-a -' -E ' a

k = 4.0. The electronic charge and electric field are related by

Poissonrs equation

AE

5x
(e/e). (n-no) (t.2)

for one-di¡nensional analysis, where no is the donor density and e the
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permittivity of n-GaAs. The current density, J, is set by the

conduction, diffusion and displacement components and within a domain

J(E) = env(E) - eDân/àx + eâE/Ðt, (1'3)

whêre D is the diffusion coefficient. Outside of the donain (E=Eo)

J(Eo) = Jo = eno v(Eo) + e ðEo/ät' (1'4)

Applying the above general fornulations, sinulations íncluding the

effects of non-uniform doping [6] - t10] and non-sinusoidal voltages tlll -

t13l have been studied with the view to increasing the overall T'E'O'

efficiency.

L.L.2 Temperature dependence

conputer simulations of the electron dynanic behaviour

using temperature dependent variables have been attenpted by few

progranmers although it must be a&nitted that, without the inclusion

of this dependence, the models prepaled cannot represent a practical

device. variations in RF output power and frequency can occul directly

as a fesult of a change in arnbient temperature or a change in internal

tenperature, following resetting of the operating pararneters such as

the bias voltage level and, for pulse biassing, the duty cycle.

Regardless of the source of heat it ís inportant to consider not

only the average tenperature level within the active layer, but also

the temperature gradient acloss this layer. Since the resulting changes

in frequency and power are largely dependent on the associated circuit

characteristics the sinulating electron dynarnic nodel must include

the temperature dependent velocity-field characteristic with

device-circuit interactive effects. Further¡nore' to allow for the

effect of tenperatuïe gradient the ¡nodel should be spatially discrete

d
irS
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and, ideally, include the effects of diffusion at the various tenp-

eratures, the coefficient of diffusion itself being ternperature

dependent. A rudimentary survey of the additional problens involved

when introducing a spatial tenpelature dependence into the electron

dynamic nodels identified not only the direct dependencies, but in

particular the inter-dependencies that in thenselves would justify

the general reluctance to attenpt this nore sophisticated moüelling'

Neverthelessrit is evident that more extensive and exacting models may

be necessary to simulate and prove designs of T.E.O. ts having optinun

built-in frequency and power stabilities'

Before considering the developnent of the theoretical nodels

it is necessary to briefly discuss the two important properties of

the material, n-GaAs, namely, thermal conductivity and mobility' The

thernal conductivities of a number of seniconductor rnaterials' including

GaAs, have been established for various temperatures, and, where applicable

doparrt concentrations I14l - t16l . Sets of culves of thernal conduct-

ivity versus absolute tenperature for GaAs [14] a1.e reproduced in Figure

1.1. Sinilar culves are to be fotu¡rd in[16]within the tenpelature range

3 to 300oK. Both[14]and[16]include useful bibliographies for further

reference. In[16]Carlson et aL. discussed the thernal conductivity

of GaAs when applied in lasers, but the figures provided are quite

applicabletoT.E.D.|s.Itisnowgenelallyacceptedthatinthe

tenperature range of interest, namely 0 to 500oc, the thernal conduct-

ivity of n-GaAs is inversely proportional to the absolute temperature'

The dependence of thermal conductivity on dopant concentration has been

established by Maycock t14l . In practical devices there is a relatively

Large range of dopant concentration fron approxirnately !021 m-3 in the

n-active layer ¡naterial to 1024 m-3 in the n** contact layer material'

To allow for these differences in thernal analysis Knight [17] included
{
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two constants of proportionality in the conductivity-temperature

relationships in the active and contact layers; nanely, 150 and 120,

respectively, for tenperature in oK and conductivity in W. cm-l.K-l

Some authors have chosen different constants without specifying the

dopant concentrations in the naterials. All are, however, within the

L2Q to 150 range, but what is more inportant, inverse proportionality

betheen the thernal conductivity and absolute tempelature is accepted'

An analysis of thermal conductivity has been presented by Hollandt15l

based on the phenomenon of phonon scattering in semiconductors. Briefly,

the temperature dependence can be ascribed to the relative effects of

the variOus carriers present including phonons, photons, electron-hole

pairs, Ðd separate electrons and holes. For relatively pule naterial

(n < 102a m-3) the najority of the heat energy is conducted via phonons

in the temPerature lange of interest. The enpirical results of Figure

1.1 show the typical, near exponential, increase in conductivity fron

zero at goK (extrapolated) to a maxinum at about 20oK and then a decrease

âs, approxinatety L/'t to the nelting point. The conductivity is a

fi¡nction of the product of specific heat and scattering l'ength and

the initial increase with increase in tenPerature is attributed to the

T3,increase in specific heat. Since the scattering length is defined

as'the nean distance of phonon travel before scattering occurs, at

1ow tempeIatures this length is of the or.der of the lattice dinensions'

As the temperature increases the scattering length decreases until

eventually at sufficiently high ternpelatures there is inter-phonon

scattering with a resulting marked decrease in the thernal conductivity'

rrre 1/r relationship predicted arises fron theory based on 3-phonon

scattering. For heavily doped material the conductivity is further

decreased by the electron-phonon interactions'

7



The dependence of carrier nobility in n-GaAs on temperature

and dopant concentration has been discussed by Minden t18] . Experinental

results taken from this reference are reproduced, graphically, in

Figure 1.2. Since the carrier concentration is in turn a function of

the electric field, E, and the average nobility is influenced directly

by E, the inclusion of these variables in electron dynanic nodelling

to approach a realistic sinulation leads to a particularly conplicated

analysis. To sunnarise and perhaps clarify this point the following

inter-dependencies nust be considered;

(a) nobility U(E, T, n, D),

(b) carrier concentration n(8, T, U, D),

(c) electric field E(n, D), and

(d) ther¡nal conductivity Kr(T, n).

The temperature dependence of mobility and, in particular,

negative differential nobility, results in changes in the velocity-

field characteristic as discussed by McCumber and Chynoweth [19] , Ðd

Ruch and Fawcett [20] . The latter authors are gene1ally accredited

with the developnent of the first widely accepted tenperature dependent

velocity-field characteristic for n-GaAs. The characteristic can be

described by the following fornulation in the tenperature range 300 to

6ooot<;

0.26s. (E/Ea)3

(1 - 5.Sx1O-4.t)v(E, T) = 2.25 x 10s.E {t* ]

T 
{ 1* (E/Ea) ,- }

where E- = 4000 V/c¡n, giving a threshold field of approxinately
a

3500 V/cm and T is the absolute tenperature of the crystal lattice [21] .

Ruch and Fawcettrs calculation is shown to be in close agreement with

the experinental neasurenent of Ruch and Kino[22]. Other authors, for

example Clarke 123,241, have nade independent measurernents and prepared

B
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tenperature dependent rnodels of the velocity-field characteristic and

although sone disparity does occur there is sufficiently close agree-

nent to accept the nodels based on[20]. The diffusion-field charac-

teristic has not been easy to establish theoretically or experinentally

and in practice most authors have ornitted diffusion effects in their

electron dynamic nodelling. Freeman and Hobson Íztl , however, have

used the Einstein caLculation [25] and the intervalley diffusion [26] to

deternine the diffusion coefficient based on the general expression

n ., urkBT, * ,. 
t, 

., . urkBT, * trt, ¡ (v. -v^ )' 't,D = (f,*n J' e \-lr *n ' e (n-+¡ ¡å''r 
'2'

t 2 L 2 -l 2'

where k, is Boltzmanrrrs constant, v is the average drift velocity

and the subscripts 1 and 2 tefer to the low field and high field

valleys, respectively. t is calculated fron the relationship

I
T,

L
T

I
T

+

t
22

where t and t are the transfer times from the low field valley to
L2 2l

the high field valley and vice versa. Fawcett a¡rd Rees [27] calcul-

ated the diffusion-field curve at 300oK using a Monte Carlo nethod

and this has been shown to be in close agreenent with the above Íztl .

I.L.3 Effect of dopins profiles in the active layer

several authors have nodelled the perfornance of T.E.0.rs

using devices with doping profiles or random doping inhonogenities

in the active layer. Most of the inforrnation published is not directly

relevant to the current study. The fornation of nul'tiple dipoles

in layers having doping profil.es has been conputed by Kroener [28] and

Copeland [29] and experimentally confirned by Thin and Barber [30] ' Thim,

in a later paper[6], proposed that five modes of oscillation could be

described depending on the nunber of dipoles generated as a result of

10



doping fluctuations. Robrock [7] simulated the performance of a

device with controlled doping levels leading to the desi.gn of special

devices including those suitable for binary word generation. It

is suggested that equivalent perfornance night well be achieved by

control of the cross-sectional area of the active layer. Whilst

these theoretical predictions appear attractive, the practical diffic-

ulties in the production technology discourage the developnent of such

sophisticated devices. However, the simulations identified the

inportance of the effect of the product[doping, n(x)]x[cross-sectional

area, A(x)l in the control Of space-charge accumulation in electron

dynanic modelling. Further investigations were made by Shah and

Robsonl8]who concluded that, with control of the n(x) x A(x) product,

devices having a desired frequency-voltage characteristic could be

designed.

The. above contributions, although informative in the

particular allied fields of interest, do not relate directly with the

non-uniforn doping profiles that are likely to be found in actual

epitaxial rnaterial prepared for T.E.O. devices. A more lecent paper

by Hasegawa and Suga[lO], however, details the effect of a doping

profile on the dc-to-RF conversion efficiency of a practical T.E.O.

The results of the sinulations and experimental neasurements are most

relevant to the basic problems found in operating T.E.0.ts and so

invite closer attention. The device structure considered was the
+¿ ++

sandwich n'' substrate-n active layer-n" contact layer geonetry as

i1l1¡strated in Figure 1.3 and so the cornputed predictions apply to the

devices of sinilar structure used in this study. Non-uniforn doping

can be attributed to a number of factors depending on the actual prod-

uction techniques adopted. These nay include autodoping of impurities

fron the substrate into the active Iayer, the inherent doping gradient,
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increasinE away fron the substrate surface, that results when using

transient liquid phase epitaxial growth, and abnornalities at epitaxial

junctions and ¡netal contacts. The assunption of a relatively high

Q-factor (>10) circuit pernitted the use of a pure sinusoidal voltage

in the sinulation. The harnonics present in the voltage across

tlie device in nore heavily loaded circuits, for exanple, as in the

relaxation t¡pe LSA perfornancell?,lsl, necessitate additional modelling

rigor. The results presented are restrictive in this sense, but since

the T.E.O.rs used in this work operated with Q-factors greater than

10 the nodels aïe rePresentative. In all, six doping profiles were

considered. Although the interest hras in change of efficiency' the

simulations could be extended to predict changes in oscillator frequency.

The profiles considered in[10]are shown in Figure 1.4. The results

may be surnmarised as follows (referenced to a device having a uniform

doping profile as in Figure l.a(a)).

(a) For profiles where tne aoping level increased fron cathode

to anode, ol, in which a high depLetion region existed

near the cathode, the efficiency decreased.

(b) If the gradient of the profile was increased sufficiently,

the domain was quenched before reaching the anode and this

resulted in a higher frequencY.

(c) A region of depletion near the anode decreased the efficiency.

(d) A periodically fluctuating profile sLightly decreased the

efficiencY.

(e) An increase in device tempèrature drastically reduced the

efficiency.

In the model used no allowance was made for a tenperature gradient

in the active layer and also it is not clear if the carrier nobility-

concentration dependence was included in the velocity-field charac-
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teristic. The suggestion that a high resistance layer nay have

existed between the epitaxial n** contact and n active layers to

explain the discrepancies between the theoretical predictions and

experinental measurement would be acceptable. This author has shown

that such a layer can exist if adequate care in the pre-grol{Ith surface

preparations is not taken and true epitaxial contacting is not obtained.

Ihe resulting junctions are physically inhonogeneous with possible

large inclusions of galliu¡n.

1.1,4 Contact effects

The inportance of for¡ning high quality ohnic contacts to

the GaAs has long been recognised and the original devices were

constructed with netal contacts direct to the active layer and

substrate surfaces [31] -1341. An extensive analysis of the properties

of the netal-serniconductor contact has since been published by Pellegrini

t35l . Harris et aL. 136l developed the techniques of direct netal

contacting and the growing of an internediate n** contact layer.

Initially it was suspected that the degrading effect of the additional

ther¡nal resistance introduced by this intermediate n** contact layer

would outweigh the benefit of the inproved electrical contact. However,

the subsequent production of devices has proven that by naking this

layer relatively thin the effect of the thernal resistance is negligible.

Earlier research has shown that the direct netal contacts, usually Ag-Sn

aLLoy, to the active layer and substrate surfaces were tenperature

sensitive l37l . A recent paPer [38] reported investigations made on

controlled contact quality and the resulting frequency-tenperature

differential. Generally it was fot¡nd that these differentials were

an order of ten higher with direct metal contacts than those for the

equivalent devices with epitaxially grown n** contacts. In analysing
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the contact effect three properties must be considered, nanely, the

thernal resistance, the electrical resistance and the electrical

capacitance, the ther¡na1 capacitance being negligible compared with

that of the bonded heat sink.

(a) Thernal resistance.

The thernal resistance of the contact has been studied [39]

and its variation shown to change the average temperature and temp-

erature gradient within the active layer as expected. (Thermal

sinulations by the author described in chapter 2 may readily include

the effects of thermal resistance at the contacts.) Hence for an

increase in thermal resistance with tenperature there is a subsequent

rise in active layer tenperature and a corresponding shift in frequency

occurs as predicted by the electron dynarnic nodels. With very poor

contacts the resulting temperature rise could well lead to a lapid

thermal rqnal{ay and burnout for sufficiently high input powers' This

problen has since been overcome now that direct netallised contacts

have generaLly been replaced by n** epitaxial contacting. The nore

recent technology of integral heat sinking has further improved the

efficiency of heat dissipation by, in effect,reducing the overall

ther¡nal resistance between the die and heat sink'

(b) ELectrical resistance.

The study of the effects of electrical resistance has

followed closely that of thernal resistance and again nany of the

problens associated with netallised contacts have been overcone with

++ y- 
---Â: ^..1 ñ- +1'a +a1 øf ì rral v 'l lroên eplraxlar contacting. In particular, the relatively largu

frequency-temperature differentials that have been reported in netal-

contacted devices highlight the advances nade in recent years with

inproved production technologY.
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(c) Electrical caPacitance.

Ihe direct effect of the capacitance of a metal contact

on the oscillator frequency is obvious and need only be considered

for very poor contacts.

In sumrnary it can be concluded that nost of the problens

formerly associated with contacting have been overcome with developnent.

Current production strategy would therefore tend to eliminate contact

effects as serious sources of degradation in device perforrnance' It

is expected, therefore, that the influence of imperfect cathode contacts

on the electron dynarnics [40] - Í421 is now mininal. It is still

necessary to ensure high quality metal (Au-Ge eutectoid) contacts to

the n+* layers, but since the contact a1eas are renìote from the active

layer the quality does not directly affect the electron dynamics'

1.1.5 Heat sinking

The effective heat sinking of a device remains an area of

development receiving considetable attention. Alternative device

geonetries including co-planatl43,44l and concentric structures offer

¡nore efficient nethods of heat dissipation, but generally the overall

performance is lirnited by other effects such as non-uniforrn transverse

electric fields,or the additional procedures in production cannot be

justified by the noderate improvements expected. The sandwich geonetry'

therefore, is alnost the exclusive structure. The deveLopnent of

integral heat sinks [45-47] must represent a major advance in the

technology. The net outPut RF power from a device continues to be

largely a function of the rate of heat dissipation, increases achieved

in the dc-to-RF conversion efficiency having been only a few percent'

Special materials, such as diamon¿ 11 taSl having a higher thernal

conductivity than copper or gold, have been used in heat sinks, but

the improvements in device perfornance have not been sufficiently
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significant to justify the additional cost. Double heat sinking

based on the integral sink technology and transverse heat sinking

fron the side of the active layer are prospective developnents.

1. 1.6 Inhomogeneous power dissipation

The subject of inhonogeneous Power dissipation in T.E.D.rs

has been discussed by Johnso¡ et aL. [49] for the dipole domain,

accunulation and LSA nodes of oscillation. The analyses includejd

the effects of different device geonetríes and in particular the

position of the heat sink. The nodel used in the computation

consisted of only an active region with a thin gold contacting layer

bonded to a copPer, se¡ni-infinite heat sink' Although the devices

used by this author included n** contact layers, the relative values

for the different configurations fron the sinplified ¡nodel are

still relevant. It is evident that for both the diPole donain and

accumulation modes the dissipation power density is considerably

larger near the anode than near the cathode. (In the case of the

LSA node the dissipation is very homogeneous.) Hence, assuming

asynmetlic heat sinking that is nornally applied in practical devices,

the naxinun tenperature in the active layer will be much dependent on

which side is heat sunk, the cathode or the anode. Furthermore, the

resulting temperature gradient will be determined by the position of

the heat sink and for a more accurate analysis a spatial, tenperature

dependent velocity-field characteristic should be included in the

basic analysis as suggested in L.t.2. Ttre most interesting point

that invites much closer exanination arises fron the fact that aLl of

the devices used by the author were asynmetrically heat sunk with the

cathode on the heat sink side. That is, the tenperature gradient

increased from cathode to anode whereas the analyses of[10,49] would

dictate a reversed gradient with the anode adjacent to the heat sink'
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If the conclusions of[49] are correct, the present forn of heat sínking

obviously introduces a thernal instability problem. The increasing

gradient towards the anode would tend to further increase the power

dissipation, and hence the ternperature, leading to thermal runaway in

the anode region in the extreme case. Kanei and Nishi [50] conputed

similar losses of efficiency with increase in temperature gradient

towards the anode and extended their analyses to show that the effects

of this gradient could be conpensated by controlling the doping profile.

Talwar and Curtice[51] also confirmed these results. They showed that

the efficiency decreases with increase in average temperature, but it

is considerably inproved if the anode is at a lower tenperature than

the cathode. An increase in efficiency is also possible by increasing

the doping density from cathode to anode. Yet another contribution,

by Taylor and Fawcettlí2l, confirms these predictions in suggesting that

the anode should be on the heat sunk side of the device. Fron these

independent and conplementary anaLyses the following conclusions emerge.

(a) The increase in average lattice tenperature decreases

the dc-to-RF conversion efficiency.

(b) The efficiency is greater when the anode is heat sunk.

(c) The efficiency is inproved by including a doping profile

fro¡n cathode to anode.

It is most evident that the general practice of heat sinking the

cathode conflicts with the above predictions. Rosztoczy[53], however,

has advised that devices tend to have shorter half lives when the anode

is heat srnk. This dispatíty has not been resolved and night be

explained by differences in contact quality between the die and heat

sink and the die and ribbon in an asymnetrical device. The special

interest in this work is the predictéd change in frequency with

tenperature gradient and it is the authorrs suggestion that an
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improvement in frequency stability can be expected with reverse

biassing when the anode is adjacent to the heat sink.

L.L.7 Device impedance and package paraneters

The nost conplete analysis of the perfornance of a T.E.O.

has been rnade by Kurokawa[S4, 55] and is based on a knowledge of the

device inpedance, Zd, and the circuit impedance, 2.. Under equil-

ibrir¡m operating conditions for any negative resistance type oscillator

the cornplex conjugate relationship Z. = Zd* nust hold, oI, alternatively,

Z" = -Zð (depending on the sign adopted for the device resistance). A

first order analysis assumes ZU to be dependent on the amplitude of

the RF voltage, A,and Zc to be dependent on the frequency of oscillation,

t¡. Hence for

zd(A) = Rd(A)- jxd(A)

and zc(o) = R.(trr) + jx.(o)

equilibrium oscilLation will continue when

Rd(A) - jxd(A) = R"(trr) + jX.(trt)

and at a frequencY, 0, and amplitude, A. During the initial settlíng

transient after switch-on the RF anplitude increases until equilibriun

conditions are attained. The concept of device-circuit interaction

witl be discussed in nore detail in Chapter 4. The interest here is

in the device inpedance including the effect of the package paraneters.

Following directly fron the tenperature dependent velocity-field

characteristic, ZU is also tenperature dependent and in fact the value

wilL be a function of the node of oscillation. Thus the more accurate

analysis nust include ZU(A,T) = RU(A,T) - jXd(A,T). Several studies

of ZU(A,T) have been made including those of Edridge[56], Hobson[57] '

and De Sa and Hobson t58l . The quantitative syntheses have been based
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on sinulations using electron dynamic models and so the accuracies

were limited by the restraints applied in sinplifying the conputer

programs as previously discussed. Naturally if Zd represents the

total inpedance of the device (die plus package) the parasitic

inpedance of the package must be included in the nodelling. The

structure of packages does not pernit ready analyses [59] - t61l and so

ulti¡nately the overall inpedance of a device is not a value reâdily

determined theoretically. Suggested enpirical nethods rnight include

the neasurement of the circuit inpedance, Zc, at the operating frequency

and equating this to ZU via the complex conjugate relationship. This

is valid only under special conditions and it must be generally

accepted that although the anplitude and frequency of oscillation are

set by the device and circuit irnpedances the reverse does not necessarily

apply. This point will be elaborated in Chapter 4.

1.1.8 Biassing

Ttre biassing of a device having a negative differential

resistance has received m¡ch attention. Incorrect bias circuitry can

result in severe bias circuit oscillations and in extreme cases

permanent damage to the devíce. This problern is nost evident in pulse

bias circuits and presented so¡ne difficulties during the course of this

work. Several of the poorer quality devices failed due to tuning

induced burnout162,63l or could not be used because of bias circuit

oscillations. Although not intended as part of this research the

subject of biassing, particularly pulse biassing, a T.E.D. is of

sufficient importance to r^¡arrant further investigation. Methods of

preventing bias circuit oscillation are nentioned in later chapters

and the observed tuning induced burnouts reported, including possible

explanations of the phenomena. To avoid the frequency shift induced
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by a bias voltage change it has been necessary in sone laboratories

to clip the output from the pulse supply t64l . such precautions were

not neededduringthe course of this project'

1.2 Circuit AnalYsis

Theanalyticalnethodsappliedinthepasttomicrowave

circuits are now subject to radical revision. Large nemory, high

speed digital conputers offer the facilities for rapid nunerical

analysis not previously possible. There have been rnany publications

on rnicrowave circuit analyses, for example, the papeÏS in[65] and an

increasing nurnber of authors are enploying nunerical nethods. A

thorough sufvey of the contributions nade in this field was not

considered to be within the scope of this thesis. Three basic types

of circuits have been used in T.E.O. rs, narnely, coaxial, waveguide

and nicrostrip. The microstrip circuit was not used in this research'

coaxial double slug tuner circuits wele used extensively, however, and

to a lesser degree post-nounting $raveguide and flange-nounting waveguide

cavities. The waveguide circuits, having Q-factors of the order of

ten higher than those of the coaxial circuits, provided better frequency

stability in the T.E.O.'s. The three circuits are shown diagrarnnatically

in Figure 1.5. A computer programl *", prepared to analyse the double

slug tuner and provide some data for use in seni-quantitative comparisons

with observed Perfornance.

L.2.I Coaxial double s1ug tuner - Pre lininary tests

InitialtestsusingvaríousT.E.D.|smountedinadouble

slug tuner provided tuning characteristics as shown in Figure 1'6' The

neasuring assembly is shown schematically in Figure 1.7. The charac-

teristics provide infornation on the slug settings necessary for

1. Refer Appendix 89. Progran DSLUG'
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T.E.D. to bias T-connector*

HEAT SINK (a)

(anodi RF traP

TE,D,

VARIABLE SHORT (b)

.-c- RF trap 
----------->

T.E.D.

VARIABLE SHORT
\\ device height adjust

(c)

lir
-rl

rl

Figure 1.5 Schenatic diagrarns of
(a) double slug tuner coaxial circuit
(b) flange lFairchild] mounting waveguide circuit
(c) post nounting waveguide circuit.
(Not to scale.)
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4

oscillation and an early observation was that of tuning hysterisis

illustrated in Figure 1.8. This phenomenon had been reported

previously by several authors and subsequently qualitatively explained

by the Z-plane analysis of Kurokawals4] . T]re tuning range for one

mode of oscillation is shown in Figure 1.9. Other typical charac-

tersistics (Figure 1.10) were measured during the comnissioning

period of the test asseurbly to be used in later anal.ysis. A represent-

ative irnpedance Plot conPuted using progran DSLUG is reproduced in

Figure 1.11(a) and the corlesponding snith chart in Figure 1.11(b).

L.2.2 ülavequide resonators

These higher Q-factor circuits were less demonstrative in

displaying thermally induced frequency shifts in the following

experinents and so their use lr¡as ninimal ' Apart from establishing

the turing characteristics, for example Figure L.L2, no detailed

preliminary tests or analyses were attenpted. A mrmber of analyses

have been nade of post-mounting waveguide circuits sinilar to those

used in this project as for exanple [66] - t68l . However, to this

authorts knowledge, there has not been a complete, rigorous analysis

of waveguide flange mounting structures.

1.3 Thernal Modelling

t.3.t General

The T.E.O. characteristic of prirne interest here is the

frequency-tenperature differential, Af/AT. Investigations previous to

and concurrent with this present study are briefly surveyed and the

aleas of inportance walranting further research identified. Hence

reference is not only ¡nade to thernal nodelling, but also studies made

of the thermally induced frequency shifts. Accepting the fact that
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poor contacts ¡nay well contribute to the degradation of this prope'rty

of devices, it nust be assumed that with the usual high quality contacts

now possible such degradation has been virtually elininated.

1.3.2 CW tenperature analysis

Ttre clrl temperature in a dc biassed device consisting of

sandwiched n** substrate, n active layer and ri++ contact layer has

been calculated by Knight [17] and also, in a slightly revised form,

by this author.

1.3.3 Transient teÍrperature analysis

The Laplace transforrn methods adópted by Perlman [69] have

provided the formdations for future transient analysis. Perlnan

initially deternined the temperature transient in a device of sandwich

geonetry for a single bias pulse and then extended this analysis for

repetitive pulsing. As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter

2, because algebraic solutions were attempted, difficulties in

establishing the boundary conditions in a practical device led to some

approximations, including the assumption of a temperature independent

ther¡nalconductivity for GaAs. To the authorrs knowledge nunerical

solutions to the transient problen had not been reported previously

and the earlier analyses to follow demonstrate the usefulness and the

linitations of numerical techniques in satisfying the boundary conditions.

t.3.4 Enpirical frequencv-temperature differentials

The difficulties associated with the accurate nodelling

of temperature dependent T.E.O.rs have long been recognised and

identified in a former section (L.L.2). Previous investigations

have therefore avoided the use of sophisticated temperature depend-

ent nodels in predicting frequency shifts and have relied on accurate
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measurenents on an actual system. The intermediate temperature

nodelling utas also avoided in this way. Initially' attenpts to

measure the velocity-field charactefistic of GaAs at various teÍIper-

atures hteïe partially successful, but the results do not directly

relate to the observable differentials Af/AT and âPo/âT, where Po is

the output RF power. (Bott and Hollidayll0ldiscuss neasured changes

in P^ and efficiency with temperature and bias voltage. The changes
o

in temperature ,rere si¡nulated anbient changes and the bias was applied

using relatively short pulse durations to nininise bias induced heating

and so pern:it a nore accurate measurenent of Af/âVB. This work is

allied to, and therefore supplements, the âf/AT investigations.) The

rnajority of the measurements of àf/ðT have been perforned by Hobson

Í1,71,721 . In papers Í71,721 an autonatic measuring equipment to

record the shift in T.E.O; frequency wíth changes in anbient tenPerature

is described. The measurements were nade with CW (dc) bias and fixed

circuit paraneters for stable perfornance. The modes of oscillation

and circuit interactive effects were not defined and the actual

temperature of the active layer was unknown. The teÍPerature recorded

was strict1y the ambient temperature and bias heating was not cons;idered.

The differential so described was therefore Af/ATA rather than âf/âT'

the distinction being between the anbient and (average) active Layet

temperatures. A later paper[37] describes the analysis of âf/ôTO for

different devices having n** and Ag-Sn contacts and clearLy establishes

the inprovernent in frequency stability possible when using the n++

epitaxial contacting technique. The model used in the analysis assumes

instantaneous domain formation and the possibility of errors arising

fron the omission of the transients of space-charge fornation are

adrnitted. The effect of temperature dependent rnetal contact electrical

resistance is used to elçlain the larger âf/ATA values for the Ag-Sn
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contacted devices. ClarkeIZSl has identified a nr¡mber of factors

affecting the overall âf/âT and suggests that together with material

property changes there is a significant field-dependent change in

domain velocity with lattice tenperature. The original nodel of

Mccumber and Chynoweth[19] is appfied in determining theoretical

values, assuming all naterial properties rernain constant. Experi-

nental results showed a differential of approximately -ZNftlz/K, but a

description of the circuit and its interaction was not included.

Again, as in nuch of the earlier research, the results are not

supported with sufficient detail to provide a true quantitative

assessment. A later paper by Clarke [24] extended his previous work

and described an electron dynamic nodel including terperature depend-

ent carrier lelaxation tine and the effect of high electric field

intensities on the rnobility of the carriers in the upper conduction

band. fire variation of âf/AT for different modes of oscillation has

been investígated by Edridge [56] and the concePt of an equivalent RF

anplitude, tenperature-dependent device adnittance was included for

both delayed and quenched nodes. Unfortunately the simplifications

made in the electron dynamic model linit the accuracy of the predictions.

Furthernore, the circuit interaction with the device was not clearly

defined, except in establishing the nodes, Ðd a knowledge of this is

necessary in interpreting the results.

Generally, the most complete reports on the neasurement of

ðf/n (and âPo/ÐT) are contained in the theses of Hobson [1] and Bolton [3] .

Ttre rnajor part of this work used dc biassing although Bolton did observe

a temperature induced frequency nodulation with pulse biassing. Brar¡man

fzl also reported a sinilar phenomenon during the course of his invest-

igations.
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1.4 Sumnary and Directions to Future Research

The foregoing sections provide a brief, but directive

appraisal of previous research into the tenperature effects on T.E.O.fs

and in particular the thernally induced frequency shift. It is now

necessary to clearly identify the renaining problem areas in this

field and, in doing so, sign-post the direction to be taken in the

current wofk. For clarity the nain points can be listed as follows.

(a) Although existing T.E.D. electron dynanic nodels do not

include the necessary sophistication to accurately simulate the actual

device performance, the difficulties to be expected in extending these

nodels are not{ obvious as outlined in 1.1. Electron dynanic sinulation

studies hras not intended to be part of this thesis.l

(b) With the availability of large scale digital conputers the

analyses of nicrowave circuits attracts rener{ed interest with the

possibility of developing nurnerical techniques to replace the classical

nethods. Whilst it nust be adnritted that rm¡ch research could be

invested in this field such work is also outside the scope of this

thesis.

(c) The irnportance of the device-interactive effects is enphasised

and will be discussed in nore detail in Chapter 4.

(d) The field of interest here is rnainly that of thermal

nodelling and the study of frequency shifts encountered r¡nder various

device-circuit conditions. The particular regions inviting investigation

are

(i) the use of numerical analytical ¡nethods in transient thernal

analysis to overcone the problens of non-linearity and

boundary conditions that 1i¡nit algebraic solutions to

approxinations;

Electron dynamic modelling of T.E.D.'s, inch¡ding sone circuit
interactive effects, has been conpleted by A.R. Downing.

L
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(ii) a detailed study of the frequency shifts encountered

with pulse biassing;

(iii) the inclusion of device-circuit interaction in the

analyses to explaín the observed phenonena of FM,AI'Í,

loss of oscillation, hysteresis and double sPectra,

relating directly to the problem of operating T.E.0.rs in

a practical environment; and

(iv) rnethods of frequency stabilisation.

Ttre following chapters, therefore, include ihe results of research

into these regions of interest and it is clairhed that these contribute

to the general understanding of the T.E.O. nechanism.
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CHAPTER 2

THERMAL MODELLING A}¡D MEASUREMENTS

2,L General

The influence of tenperature on the performance of a T.E.O.

is well known as discussed in the previous chapter. Experinental

observations have shown the relative thermal effects to be of sufficient

nagnitude to warrant detailed studies of the frequency and output R.F.

pov¡er differentials, Af/AT and ÐPo/âT, respectively. In this chapter

computer simulation programs are described that predict the spatial,

time-dependent tenperatures within a device of specified geonetry and

bias paraneters. Ttre nodels so presented are sufficiently flexible

to pernit ready changes in both device geonetry and bias settings. In

particular, transient syntheses are presented consistent with pulse

biassing. The solutions linit to those derived by Knight [17] for

continuous working (CW) or, equivalentl.y, dc bias condition. The

derived forrnulations by Perlnan [69] for pulse biassing, using Laplace

transform nethods, are commendable but the tenperature dependence of

the thermal conductivity of the material, GaAs, is not included.

Furthermore, the derivations, although providing exact algebraic

solutions, do not give a clear insight into the nature of the therno-

dynanics. The equilibrium transient at higher duty cycles has not

been analysed and generalLy the exact solutions only apply to infinite

or seni-infinite solids where the boundary conditions are simplified.

In reality the boundary conditions actualIy existing do not permit ready

analysis by exact aLgebraic techniques. The numerical methods are

preferred and when correctly applied, provide greater flexibility and

accuracy as will be denonstrated in the following sections. Other
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thermal nodels12,3,49,70,73,741 either comple¡nent the works of Knight

and Petlman or allow approximations that lead to sinplified nathematics,

but sacrifice accuracy. The resulting errors could not be tolerated

in the present study. The desired model ¡nust therefore include the

tenperature dependence of thermal conductivity for GaAs and, if applicable,

the specific heat as a tenperature dependent quantity also. However,

although it is known that the specific heat is a function of temperatute,

it is by no ne¿rns as dependent as the thernal conductivity and since the

exact variance is not yet established for GaAs it will be neglected in

th:e present work. Nevertheless, the numerical nodels developed are

such that a specific heat-tenperature dependence nay be readily incorp-

orated when accurately determined and if warranted. The coefficient

of linear thernal expansion of GaAs is only 6x10-6 K-l and so the change
I

in density with tenperature is negligibly snall.

The ¡nodeLs are based on the general diffusion equation

v2t - AT

ãE
1

F
_ A(xry,zrt)

h
(2.1)

(2.2)

t

where A(x,y,zrt) is the rate of heat generation per unit volume,

k is the diffusivity of the conducting medium,

and K, is the thermal conductivity of the nediun.

(Kt=p.c.k., where p and c are the density and specific heat

of the nedium, respectivefy.)

In the one-dimensional case (2.L) reduces to the for¡n

AT

ãt
1

F
a2T

âx2

This equation lends itself to exact solution if k, K, and A are assumed

constant, independent of position and time. Although such assunptions

cannot be realistically made in the case of GaAs T.E.D.rs, selected
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exact solutions may be fourd in reference [75] and applied to the

geonetries used, for sake of comparison with the numerical results.

However, since in practice the equation is non-linear in ternperature

a nunerical solution based on a finite difference aPProach has been

developed. Al.ternative numerical ne'Ehods, having inherent higher

orders of acctrracy, are available. For exanple, the Runge-Kutta,

Crank-Nicholson and the various forms of predictor-corrector algorithms

nay be applied, but their use in this application is more conplex. The

finite difference technique is considered sufficiently accurate arid

deternines the tenperature profile in the device at tine t+Ât given an

initial profile at ti¡ne t. Since this relates precisely to the

perfornance of the device being investigated such a numerical nethod is

directly applied providing a clear insight into the thermodynamics.

It is shovmÍ75,761that the diffusion equation in its numerical form

for one-dinensional analysis is

T
II¡,n+l = M(Tr*l,r, * Tr-1,r,) - (2M-1)'tr,t

+ kt A (T_ - ne ,nT)- Ílrn
^T

* %(Tnrn+1 il,I
âAFT ) (2.s)

m tt n

where t and e are the tine and distance increnents relating to subscripts

n and m, respectively. M is the nodulus, equal to kt/ez and is an

important parameter in the numerical analysis, necessarily being less

than or equal to 0.5 to ensure stability. Equation (2.3) rnay be

sinplified to the forn

Trn,n*1 = M(T¡+l,t * Tt-l,t) - (2M-t)'t*,t

+kt A(Tn, nrme rnr)
Kt
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for the case considered without a noticeable loss in accuracy.

Initiatly, the power density, A, is assumed constant and so (2.4)

reduces further to

T -=MlT - +T )-l2M-1).7mrn+l - m+Irn n-Irn- f,rD

(2.s)
pc

This proves to be the simpLest numerical forl¡rulà for the model

considered, but its use is not without some difficulty in the accurate

analysis of relatively thin GaAs layers. there, in order to maintain

stability and adequate resolution, relatively Long conputing times nay

be necessary. The problen of nunerical stability is discussed further

in Appendix 41.

2.2 Low Duty Cycle Modelling

The nodel considered applies to a device operating under

sufficiently low duty cycle conditions that the tenperature decreases

back to a¡r¡bient between pulses. Although the temperature transients

are not sufficiently large to be of practical inportance the results

represent a basic and intloductory study of the thermal dynarnics.

The sinulation nust be considered as an inforrnative fore-runner of

extended models showing temperature transients at higher duty cycles,

liniting to the CW profile. The device geometry considered is shown

schematically in Figure 2.1, where it is noted allowance has been

rnade for the therrnal spreading resistance and capacitance at the heat

sink-die junction. The nounting structures considered are the

standard 54 package and the Varian T¡pe A package, consistent vrith the

available devices. The packages I{eTe assumed to be fitted to an

infinite heat sink.

+T A
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2.2.L Thernal spreading resistance and capacitance

with reference to Figure 2.L it is inportant to establish

the effective thernal resistance between the heat sink and die, this

being a function of the relative cross-sectional areas of the die and

heat sink and the naterial properties of the latter. Detailed

numerical calculations have been nade by Bolton [3] based on rel.axation

¡nethods first established by Southwell [77] . The problen is essentially

that of solving the Laplace equation in two dirnensions, namely,

a2t
0+ (2.6)a2T

èy'âx2

Following the usual technique, the area of analysis is subdivided into

squares by the mesh network indicated in Figute 2.2. For sufficiently

snall mesh size a finite difference approximation provides the equalities

Ti*l,j - Ti-t,jâT
ãx

AT

ãt

a2T

2h

T.lrJ-I -T i,i+1
2h

Ti+1,i i,i
h

-Ti,j-1 i,j T

+T

T -T
1 j i-1,i

h

lrJ i,i+1

âx2

1

h

1

ñ

T

i+1T..
1¡J

and â27 T -T
èy" h

h

Substitution in equation (2.6) gives

t4

t'
and this equality nust hold at all nesh points. Applying standard

relaxatlon procedure, after setting the established boundary conditions,

arbitrary values are initially chosen for the T., . throughout the nesh.

Using (2.7), iterations are perforned at each nesh point to reduce the

residual, Ei,j, to a mininal value where

T.1¡J-T.1'J+I
+ i-1,i (2.7)+j
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(Die reversed for upright bonding)
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ti,j = [Ti*t,i * Ti,j*l * tr-r,j * 
"i,i-t] 

- o,i' (2'8)

Rapid convergence in the algorithn is usually possible and for a

suff,iciently snall mesh size an accurate teÍrperature distribution is

calculated. Isothermal contours may be drawn as shown in Figure 2.3

a¡rd these have also been described by Bravman [2] by the relatively

sinple for¡nulation for an infinite half plane

x2 + y2 - 1, (2.9)

y2 cosh2p y2 sinh2Q

where Q ts the index of the isotherms and Y is the radius of the die.

In practice y is very much less than the radius of the package heat

sink. In this work, rather than repeat the above acknowledged nethods

of analyses an alternative and relatively sinple etnpirical approach

was adopted to semi-quantitatively confirm the general shapes of the

isotherns and to gain an order of rnagnitude of the spreading resistance

at the die-heat sink contact. Figure 2.4(Þ') shows the simulatíon,

in two dinensions only, using scaled resistance paper and netal

contacts. The shapes of the isotherms are readily established using

a voltage probe as indicated. The relative spreading resistance is

for¡nd using the sinulation of Figure 2.4(b) and comparing the culrent

with that measured in configuration (a). Ttris provides the sinple

ratio equality Rrt*, = Ir:Ir. A three-dimensional sinulation is an

obvious extension as indicated in Figure 2.aG) if a suitable (fluid)

material for the resistive nediun is available. This elementary

investigation was not continued, but it does demonstrate that reasonably

accurate data nay be readily obtained fron such sinpte nodels that

would otherwise demand the time consuning preparation of sophisticated

conputer algorithns.

In the case of the packages simulated, the relative dinensions

of the die and nounting post pernit the assumption that the heat sink
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is an infinite half plane without any measurable loss of accuracy.

Hence from Kennedy's data[78] the teÍÌperature, TL, at the die junction

is given by

T TR
1 Qr[Y

ü

T

t

I

+
(2. 10)

KHs

where y is the effective radius of contact of the die, C is the length

of the active layer *d hS is the thernal conductivity of the heat

sink. TO is the ambient tenperature and Q, is the average rate

of heat dissipation per r¡rit volune in the actíve layer.

2,2.2 Thernal ti¡ne constant

The thermal time constant of the heat sink in a typical

diode geometry is an irnportant value to determine the tine variation

of Tr. It is estabLished in Appendix A2 that in fact the tine constant

is sufficiently larger than the usual period of pulse biassing to

allow the assunption that T, is tine-invariant to a first approximation.

2.3 An ical Methods

2.3.L Profiles by finite difference analysis

Applying the nunerical fornulation of 2.L, thernal nodels

have been developed as described by the computer algorithns TEDTEMP

and TEDEXT (Appendices 81 and 82). It is assumed that the bias

duty cycle is sufficiently low that the tenperature decreases back

to ambient between pulses and the nodels are the forerunners of

extended versions that apply at higher duty cycles where the transient

temperature profiles linit to the CW solution[17] for dc bias. The

rate of heat generation is given by Oin(l-n) where P.r, is the electrical

input power and n the efficiency of the device. (Since, in practice,

¡ is only a few percent the rate of heat generation can be approximated
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$
r{i

Ì

to the input power.)

(a) Flip-chip bonded device.

(i) Tenperature transients

This represents the usual geonetry in an asynmetricaLly

heat sr.¡nk device and typical time-ternperature profiles are shown in

Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The parameters chosen are quite arbitrary'and

do not necessarily apply to experinental conditions reported in later

chapters. (Since the thernal effects at'e mininaL at low duty cycles

the actual tenperatures calculated are not applied in the following

developnents and so for sake of cornputing efficiency the dimensions

chosen are larger than those of C or X-band devices. ) It is of

interest to noterhowever, the trend in tenperature profiles with

changes in

(i) input power density,

(ii) n** contact layer width,

(iii) substrate width, and

(iv) active Layer width.

Tenperature profiles are shown for the pulse duration and the inter-

mediate decay period.

(ii) Thernal currentl transients

Having established the telnperature-time profiles in the

device, it is a simple extension to calculate the corresponding

thernal current profiles. Here the thernal current, Q, is expressed

in watts per square metre (W/nz) and is deternined, numericaLLy,

from the near equality,

%,r, = (Tt,n-Trn*l,rr)/ht (2.7t)
m

where R^,- is the thernal resistance per unit area per incremental
th

m

length, E, of the naterial. Expanding (z.LL) gives

ItThermal currentrr is synonynous with the general ter¡n rrheat flux
densityrr, but it is considered to be the better descriptive
terminology in this context.
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%,n Kr(trrr, - Tr*1 ,n)/e'
(2.t2)

where K, = (15x10t)/tr,r, lrrl/K.n2, the assurned temperature dependent

therrnal conductivity of GaAs. A nore accurate solution nay be

obtained by applying

%,,, K

- 

rt
2e t'm-1rn Tr*1rr) (2.13)

ffpical and corresponding profiles are also shown in Figures 2.5 and

2.6 for the decay period.

(b) Upright bonded device.

(i) Temperature transients.

The geonetry of a typical upright bonded device (Figure 2.1)

shows that the generally nuch thicker substrate layer separates the

active layer fron the heat sink. As expected, therefore, for similar

opetating conditions the temperature profiles reach much higher peaks

than those in (a) and this is confirmed by the conputed results of

Figures 2.7 and 2.8. The device is obviously of nuch poorer quaLity

than the equivalent flip-chip bonded type.

(ii) Ther¡nal current transients.

The corresponding thermal current transients are shown also

in Figures 2.7 and 2.8.

2.3.2 Profiles from convolution

(a) Temperature transients.

It has been established that the diffusion of heat follows

a Gaussian distribution with tine and so a check of the nunerical

results is possible using a method of convolution with a Gaussian

operator on an initial set of values [79] . In this way temperature

profiles have been determined in the decay period between pulses.

The convolution of two firnctions f(x) and g(x) is defined as
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{: f(u).g(x-u)du

and in the following this expression wiLl be abbreviated to the custorn-

ary form f(x)*g(x). A localised concentration of heat diffuses away

as described by the Gaussian firnction

l.(x) = ,hr'. exp(-x2rcl4t) , (2-L4)

where rc is the thernal ti¡ne constant of the mediun, r is the thermal

resistivity and c the thernal capacitance equal to the product of the

density, P, and specific heat, cr. If the initial temperature'

corresponding to the temperature profile at the end of the bias

pulse, is given by T*ô(x-nÊ), whete the delta function defines the

discreteness of the profile, the subsequent temperatures for tine

t>0 are given directlY bY

r.(x) = T*. f?rìZ.exp(-x2rc /4t). (2'1s)

+l
The distribution of Ta(x) is Gaussian and broadens as t and decays

in amplitude as t-%. Verification of (2.15) as a solution of the

one dinensional diffusion equation

¡2r_1AT-0Q.L6)

'/FE
is possible by direct substitution. The area beneath the Gaussian

function (2,L4) bounded by an arbitrary point x is given by

A(x) = {i f.(x)dx (2.17)

which linits to unity as x -> æ. Noting the symnetry of the function,

for internediate values of x the integral reduces to

EA(x) = f
o

2

Ã
e

*(I,or)'"

x/2(kt) ,

where E
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This is recognised as the faniliar error function (Appendix A3) and

so the nethod of convolution is sinply an alternative means of

obtaining the error ft¡nction solution to the diffusion equation.

However, in numerical analysis the conputing algorithrn for the

convolution permits changes in material properties with position and

tenperature as is necessary for the accurate calculation of the

profiles in GaAs. Hence it is possible to take sufficiently snall

tine increments to modify the Gaussian operator rrconstants" in

accordance with the previously calculated tenperature, T(x). The

solutions obtained are conparable with the results fron finite

difference analysis in plogran TEDEXT. The convolution equation nay

be expressed in the form

where To(x) is the initial teÍperature profile. Small differences

between the two sets of results are attributed to truncation errors

in the Gaussian operator and quantisation errors together with the

relatively sirnple for¡n of nunerical integration. The errors can be

reduced by broadening the range of convolution, decreasing the time

increnents and irnproving the accuracy of integration, but at the

expense of conputing efficiency. A test Pr.ogram, c0NVoL' is

Teproduced in Appendix A4 together with typical results.

(b) Thernal current transients.

A sinilar application of convolution provides thernal

current profiles during the decay period. The diffusion equation

(2,L6) nay be re-written as a set of equations involving the thermal

current, Q, namely,

Tt+at(x)= lt(x)*to(x) ,(2. 19)

AT
ãx
g
ðx

Lr
I
c

a

âT
ãE
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For the same initial tenperature profile, T*ô(x-ne), subsequent

values of Q in tine maY be found from

Q.(x) = r*. (grJ. (h)'" . exp (-xzvc/4t) .

Again, verification of (2.2t) is possible by direc'L substitution in

(2.20)

Here the convolution equation is

Q¿*¡¡(*) = CIt (x) * to(x) (2.22)

where the operator flr(x) is given by

rt.(x)= (92J.(?rì".ee(-x2vc/4t). (2'23)

As in the tenperature profile algorithn the operator is rnodified in

accordance with the changing naterial properties for each time incre-

ment, allowing conparison with the results fron the finite difference

analysis. (The operator, fl, is recognísed as a conbination of two

Rayleigh distributions which broaden as t4 and decay as t-1.¡ Naturally,

any differences between the two sets of results can be attributed to

those sources of error given in (a). (sophistication of TEDEXT has

not been attenpted to nini¡nise the differences since they are relatively

snalL, less than 10eo, and it was concluded that on a tine-benefit basis

the additlonal work necessary could not be justified.)

2.3.3 Alternative numerical techniques

other possible nethods of nunerically solving the diffusion

equation have been briefly discussed by the author [80] and of these

the finite element analysis appears particularly suitable in the

current study. An infornative introduction to the subject and

solutions to selected proble¡ns havebeen given by Myers Í761 ' No

attempt has been made to apply the finite element technique here,
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but since it is an extension of the finite difference technique and

is particularly suited to solving thernal problens involving irregular

geonetries and non-uniforn thernal properties, future feasibility

studies are recorunended.

2.3.4 Effects of operating pataneters and device geometry

The following list describes the paraneters and dinensions

that nay be varied in the device nédel;

(a) Substrate thickness,

(b) n** contact layer thickness,

(c) netal contact layer thickness,

(d) input por{rer density (and device efficiency),

(e) bias voltage level,

(f) bias duty cycle, and

(g) ambient (heat sink) tenperature.

As a result of any variations the inportant thernal changes are

(a) naximum temperatr-re within the active layer,

(b) rnaximurn temperature gradient across the active layer,

(c) average active layer tenperature, ând

(d) nagnitude of ternperature transient during the bias cycle.

Considering all possible co¡nbinations of the above would indeed

provide an extensive list of results and so computed outputs have

been restricted to those shown graphically in Figure 2.9.

2.4 Higher lhrty Cycle Modelling

Before investigating nethods of thernal nodelling at

higher duty cycles it is inportant that an intuitive understanding

of the dynarnics involved be established. In those applications

where the bias duty is such that the device ternperature does not
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is
I

decay to anbient between pulses there is an initial settling transient

when the temperature increases to an aveTage leve1, TAV, about which

there exists a cyclic variation as shown qualitatively in Figure 2-lO-

The settling transient may be observed by repetitive cycling of the

sinulation prograns described above in 2.3 with a sufficient duty

cycle specified. Since a relatively large number of cycles are

necessary before equilibriun is Teached, applying the previous

nunerical nethods, although representing the most realistic nodel,

proves to be quite inefficient. Whilst such use of these existing

algorithrns is not practicable at higher duty cycles they can be

part of revised Programs based on a frquasi-CW temperature profilerr

approach as hril.l be described. To denonstrate the settling transient,

however, the tenperature profiles of Figure 2.Lt have been deternined

using the low duty cycle proglams in a cyclic algorithrn. It is

emphasised that these results are not representative of a practical

device and in fact values were especially chosen to decrease the

settling tine and so maintaining a reasonable conputing efficiency

whiLst displaying the interesting phenonenon of heat storage in

those sections of the die remote fron the heat sink. For exanple

the heat reservoil property of the substrate in a flip-chip bonded

device provides an interesting buffer for the thernal transients

in the active layer. Even at this stage, therefore, the relative

periodic thernal transients induced by pulse biassing invite closer

investigation with substrate thickness as a main paraneter.

ForgivenoperatitrgconditionsthevaluesofTRvand^T

nay be determined fron the equilibrium condition,

input energy, tir, = output energy'Eout

for one conpLete bias cycle, where Ein it simply found fron

oir, 
"p. 

(1-n) ,

i
i

i

t
I

!

¡.

t'
I
I
I

I

{
i'
I

E.
IN
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{

t- being the bias pulse duration and n the overall efficiency of
p

the device. The determination of Eorra for a complete cycle is

more complicated and involves the surnmation of two separate integrals,

one for the pulse duration and the other for the decay period.

Initially, sinpler nethods for determining TOU and ÂT urder specified

operating conditions based on a 'rquasi-CWr profile nay be applied.

With reference to Figure 2.L2 the quasi-CW solution is found by

substituting QO = D.Q into the following derivation, where D is the

duty cycle and equal to tn/t. The temperature at the heat sink -n++

contact layer junction, T1(D), is assumed constant, initially, since

it has been shown that the thernal tine constant of the heat sink is

considerably greater than the bias period in practice. The value

of Tr(D) nay be estinated from Kennedyrs data as described earlier-

Assuning an infinite half plane for the heat sink, the equality

11 (D) TR + (2.2s)

ho1ds.

The solution to the time-independent diffusion equation

(one-dinension) for the n** contact layer, namely,

âT.

-l
ãx' -0, is

QtoY

ç-

1

T(
o

¡;

r(x) Tt exp(Qo.x/Kr),

oKx(0c ,

(2.26)

where the therrnal conductivity K, is assumed to be inversely prop-

ortional to the absolute temperature. 'C. is the thickness of the

contact layer and for relatively heavily doped GaAs Kr=T.KT=12x10'W/t.

Furthernore, the energy dissipation in the heavíly doped contact layer

is negligible - about 3 to 4 orders of ten less than in the active l.yet.l

1. Refer Appendix A5.
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In the active region the diffusion equality

âT-

-l
àx'(+ò

ãx
QD

R;

applies, the solution of which is

r(x) = r(øc). exp * - x(2e'^-x)
2

, (2.27)

where here for the nore lightly doped ¡naterial Kz= 15x10'W/t, and.[.

is the active layer thickness.

The initial temperature throughout the substrate fron the

f'quasi CWtt approach nust be constant at T (g, +g, \. This condition,
c'

however, only applies in reality when the duty cycle is 100eo, that is,

dc bias. For pulse biassing there is a finite temperature gradient

in the substrate about which there exists the expected periodic

fluctuation. Such a tine-dependent profile results after several

cycles of the algorithn TEMPULS (Appendix 83), but the convergence to

this state fron the set initial conditions can be hastened by first

applying a weighting factor to the temperature values as determined

fron the substrate thermal tirne constant.

In the above x is positive in the direction of increasing

tenperature, that is, opposite to the direction of heat flow. Hence,

although not identical to the equations derived by Knight [17] , they are

equivalent and were chosen to be more compatible for use with existing

nunerical algorithns in this sinulation.

2,4.L Finite difference model

The program TEMPULS in various forms was used initially to

predict the time dependent tempeïature profiles in a T.E.D. of specified

geonetry and bias Paraneters. The electricaL analogue of the T.E.D.

is shown in Figure 2.73 and in effect TEMPULS determines the nodal
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voltages (tenperatures). The progran is cycled several tirnes to

ensure accuracy in the equilibriurn profiles after starting with the

(weighted) I'quasi CW'r profile. Unfortunately the sane difficulties

nust be expected as before when solving the diffusion equation,

nunerically, using the finite difference technique. Nunerical

stability denands such small ti¡ne increments, correlated with the

smal1 distance increments necessary to obtain sufficient resolution in

relatively thin layers, that conputing efficiency rapidly decreases

with decrease in active Layer thickness. Unless excessive cornputing

tines can be justified the use of TEMPULS must be linited for the

simulation of devices having layers greater than about 40 pn. Never-

theless, the profiles of Figure 2.14 illustrate typical predictions

for the geonetries stated. Fro¡n such sinulations the following

values nay be obtained;

(a) AT(x,D), the tenperature transient,

(b) TOU (x,D), the average tenperature level, and

(c) temperature gradients in the layers, # (x,D).

The above nay be found for the three basic geornetries,

namely, upright and flip-chip bonding, and double heat sinking, with

the possibility of the anbient tenperature as ariother paraneter.

2.4.2 El.ementary algebraic analysis of AT1

Having established the quasi-CW tenperature profiles within

the device for various duty cycles, the nagnitude of the temperature

transient, ÀT, nay be determined approximately by introducing a single

thermaL tine constant Td for the complete die. The following boundary

conditions must be satisfied:

ÀT=0
Tp =Q

T = r (CW)
p

(
(
(

1 Programs developed in the study of ÀT are listed in Appendices 83

and 84.
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(i) Time interval O<t(tn:

The increase in temperature in the active layers is assumed to follow

T(x,t) = T.(x) + [Ta*(x) - Ti(x)]tr - exp(-tn/'rll ,

where T. (x) and Ta"(x) are the initial and CW tenperatures indicated

in Figure 2,L5. The rnaxirnum tenperature, T^(x), is therefore given by

rr(x) - T(x,-n) = T.(x) + [Ta*(x) - Ti(x)][ 1-exp(-tnltu)l Q.28)

(ii) Time interval tnct(t:

The tenperature is assuned to decrease as

T(x, t) = Tr(x) ' exp ç-t/"rl (2 '29)

with reference to zero anbient. At tine t=(t-tn) the temperature is

T(x,t-tn) = T. (x) = T*(x). exp[-(t-tn) /ral .

Hence

AT(x,tn) =Tr(x) -T.(x)

= {Ta*(x) . [1-exp(-tnlt.)l +T. (x) .exp(-tnlt.) i.

{t - exp[-(t-tn)/tul] Q.3o)

The values of Tr(x) and Tar(x) are set by the input poh¡er density,

device geonetry and duty cyc1e, and so ÀT nay be determined as a

function of Q, D and, if applicable, area and thickness of the sandwich

layers as, for exanple, shown in Figure 2.16. The "quasi-Cw'r tenperatures

rnay be taken as the approxirnate values for TOU.

Perlman [69] has derived sinilar expressions for steady

periodic heating based oir single thermal tine constants for each layer.

Considering just a single layer his forrnulatíon reduces to

t * r-exp(-t-toltul
r(t1 = rn*rcw[ ] - exp (-" /"cu). l_exp (_t/rl I 

,
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and

(r-rp)T(t) = TO+Ta*.exP /rd

t-exp(-toltU)

1-exp ¡-tltO)

t <t^<t
p

From these equations the periodic teÍPerature transient is readily

derived as

AT(rp) = TCW
1-exp ç-r-to/.¿) ç exp(-tltu) [1-exp¡-5-t/tu)l

The necessary linits AT=O =Q

1-erp ç-r/"c¿)

(Tcw=o)

T=Tp

are readily confirmed.

2.4. 3 Advanced alsebraic analysis of AT

It will be shown later that the valuês of aT deternined by

the sirnple formulation of 2.4.3 are sufficiently accurate for confident

use in frequency "chirprr synthesis. Such acculacy stems fron the

fact that the die dinensions are very nuch less than those of the heat

sink post in the device package. The assumption of a single thernal

time constant for the whole die, initialLy, may appear to be an over-

simplification whereas in reality it is reasonably valid. However,

the problen does invite a nore rigorous analysis involving a spatial

dependence of heat dissipation. The solution, following that of (2.30),

is assumed to take the forml

T
p

ÀT (x, tn) = { Ti (x) erf (x/ ztlT;Q*Tct^t (*) erfc (x/ 2'ÆÇ }

i r - erf(x/2/trq))Ì

and T(x't) = T(x,'c

76

(2.s1)

1 Equation (2.31) is readily derived from

T(x,t) = Tr(x) .erf(x/2t[Ð + Ta*(x) . erfc (x/2'tTt), o<t<rp,

n).erf 
(x/ztEÐ, rp<t<r



By inspection the boundary conditions

AT=0 T =0p

tp = . (CW)

apply. The solution sti1l relies upon the 'rquasi CWrr values of

tr(x) and Ta*(x).

Before attenpting a more detailed analysis the problern must

be clearly defined. Referring to Figure 2.77(a) the die (shown as

flip-chip bonded) consists of substrate, active and n** contact layers

and is nounted to a se¡ni-infinite heat sink. As previously stated

the relatively large thermal time constant of the heat sink would allow

the assunption that the junction tenperature is virtually tine-invariant

during the bias cycle. Also, the following sinplifications are valid;

(a) a one-dinensional analysis can be applied,

(b) the heat generation is uniform in the active layer, and

(c) there is no heat generation in the substrate ot ,r** contact

layer.

Figure 2.I7(b) illustrates the equal aleas rule that nust apply during

one bias cycle and graphically defines

Eo.rt = P.n(l-n).p = Ep * Es ,

where En and E, represent the heat energies dissipated during the bias

pulse and decay period, respectively. That is

p
"f.
áp 5(t).dt

a¡rd ES = /t-tp qs(t)dt,

where Qp *U e, are the corresponding heat flux densities described by

the general equalitY

q(t) = Kr(r) %fÐ

E
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To the authorfs knowledge an exact soLution to the problern has not

yet been established although sone analyses have been presented for

the case when there is no substrate and a seni-infinite dissipating

nedium[69,75]. The solutions therefore apply only to the present

model for the lirnits [" * - and 1,, + 0. Perforning the above

integrations and applying the given boundary conditions the following

algebraic equalities are established.

For 0<x<[ and O(tctap

T(x,t) =

T(x,t) =

a._!_
pc

l- .R -x .c +x
l¡z¡2et{'c( a )-2i2erfc( " )

L 
-ztTt 2'M

t- x-.c x+r I
I i2erfc( ") - i2erfc(4 I I

L 
-z,M 2ñ )

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

and for x)[",

2Qt
pc

ALso, for 0<x<[" *d t6el

C -x [-+x
t2erfclI¡ + i2erfc(å-2{E 2,/E

u **l I,#lJ

t>tp

p-2t

+ 2 (t-tn)
.c -x

.0 -x

.0 -x

i2erfc¡3-¡ + i2erfc
2,/E

No temperature dependence of K, has been included in the analysis and

also the sane value is assuned for both the active and n

layers.

++

Expanding the forn of expression given in (2'3t) by applying

(2.32) and (2.34) for the active layer, results in the transient

contact

express]-on

AT(x,tn) -2i2 erfc(-g-) - 2í2 erf.c(
2{F

Ot'p
pc i' p p

q_
pc

Tp

t'

+

+ 2 (r-tn)
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In practice (2.35) is only applicable to the temperature transients

in the active layer when there is no substrate present .nd the ,t**

contact Tegion is sufficiently thick (several times 0") that the

geometry approxinates that of a semi-infinite solid. Such restrict-

ions linit the solution to upright bonded device analysis. Attempts

to develop (2,35) to include realistic boundary conditions for flip-

chip bonded geometry involve such rigorous mathenatical detail as to

force their abandonment. Nunerical nethods are preferred.

2.5 Measure¡nent of Temper,atures in a T.E.D.

whilst the various thernal nodels developed can provide

¡nuch information on the terperature transients in devices it is

always desirable to check the conputed results where practicable

by dilect neasurements. From the outset it nust be appreciated that

the direct measure¡nent of tenperature profiles in naterial of such

relatively small dinensions is an irnpossible task if excessive experi-

nental errors are to be avoided. Brarrman[2] attempted to measure the

temperature profile across a very thick device using a laser probe

technique. The acculacy of the results fron such neasurements is

questionable and, in particular, since the devíce package must be

sectioned to expose the die surface to the beam it is doubtful if the

temperatures renain sufficiently unperturbed to represent the true

levels in a closed package. Furthernore, the dinensions of the C

and X-band devices used in this work are considerably less than the

resolution capabilities of the laser probe and so, although an interest-

ing feasibility study, this technique nust be discounted.

Generally, it nust be concluded that there is no practical

nethod of ¡neasuring the spatial temperature transients in a device and

so enphasis is placed on the developnent of techniques to determine,
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experimentally, the average temperatures for various operating

conditions, and also the effective thernal tine constant of the die-

(This overall tirne constant is the conbined effect of the individual

time constants of the various layers.)

Essentially, the two quantities required are (i) the device

average tenperature, and, (ii) the nagnitude of the temperature transient

over one bias cycle.

2.5.1 Tenperature neasurenents from device low field resistance

The method of Holliday[81] for neasurement of average device

tenperature with dc bias nay be extended for pulse-biassing. Here

the low field resistancu, RLF, is used as the internediate temperature

ntransducerfr. A prelininary experiment is perforned using equipnent

as illustrated in Figure 2.18 to establish RLF(T) and in effect cal'ibrate

the device. The resistance R is carefully adjusted until the currents

annul when the equality R=RLF nust hold. The actual value of R (hence

Rlf) is obtained using a Wheatstoners bridge measurement as shown' The

corresponding device tenperature is recorded using a thermo-couple and

the measurements repeated at a new temperature. The T.E.D. is then

operated at the set dc bias level and a very narrow sarnpling pulse

superimposed on the bias to rnomentatlLy decrease the net voltage below

threshold without perturbing the operating temperature. In the test

circuit R, is a low resistance to nonitor I, and Cr,C, and C, are

blocking capacitors. Frorn an accurately calibrated oscilloscope

display neasurenents are nade of

(i) vLF ,

(ii) IB,

(iii) VB, and

(iv) R = Rg for balance conditions on the bridge'
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cu rrent probe temperature
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BRIDGE
R

Figure 2.18(a) Schematic diagram of apparatus for calibration of

T.E.D. to establish âRrr/âT.

Apparatus for rneasurement of R* for CW bias

conditions (after Holliday t81l ) .

BRIDGE

T.E.D.

R1

dl-

R3

VB

R2

_4

+

ca

c2
c1

dc supply

current probe

Figure 2.18(b)
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It is readily shown that the value of Rtt(T) is
V

LF
RLF (r) (2.36)

I tr)
B t

Thus the average device tenperature is deternined fron the previous

calibration.

Applying this technique for use in measuring the temperature

in a pulse biassed device involves sone development of the equipnent'

It is important that the sarnpLing pulse duration be kept very nuch less

than the main bias pulse duration or, alternativeLy, the influence of

the sarnpling pulse be considered in the following analysis. The shapes

of both pulses must be as near ideal (rectangular) as practicable and

this specification alone demands particularly fast rise and fall tines

especially for low duty cycle analysis when such tines nay well be a

reasonable proportion of the pulse duration. T?re linits of the pulse

generators in this respect must be observed to avoid elloneous measur.e-

ments. (Extrapolation of results for higher duty cycles nay be

preferred if Low duty cycle temperatures are required, but in practice

it is considered that these latter values are usually too low to be

significant.) The diagran of the experinental assenbly is shown in

Figure 2.19 where it is noted that two synchronised pulse generators

are used in conjunction with an isolating summing circuit' To nonitor

the ternperature during the bias pulse the sampling pulse is inverted

whereas in the decay or rroFFtr period the non-inverted pulse is applied'

Two ¡nethods of rneasurenent of RLF naI be used, nanely, (i) the use of

the current null technique as described above, or (ii) the direct measure-

nent of current and thenc" RLF as indicated in Figure 2.L9. Regardless

of the nethod chosen the vaLue of Rl,p is deternined for various positions

of the sarnpling pulse (Figure 2.20) corresponding to the neasured tine
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Figure 2.L9(a) Schenatic diagran of measuring assenbly for
determinitg Rl,¡ using current null nethod.
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Figure 2.19(b)
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intervals referenced to the leading edge of the bias pulse. Thus,

providing the sanpling pulse duration is very much less than that of

the bias pulse, a reasonably accurate measurement of the change in

R* with duty cycLe, D, can be expected. Once Rrr(D) has been

determined the average device tenpeïature can be calculated for any tine

in the bias cycle as

ôTRv
-ãD-

ðRlr
-ãD-

âT
mtt

ü
1rù

¡

Hence in one series of neasurenents both the average temperature and

the tenperature transient as functions of duty cycle (and, if required,

bias voltage level) are estabLished as illustrated in Figure 2.20.

Unfortunately this type of measurement does denand relatively sensitive

monitoring equipnent as shown by an initial feasibility investigation.

The equipment presently available could not be used for quantitative

measurenents and there has not been sufficient tine to develop suitable

pre-anplifiers and ancillary apparatus to provide useful data. Never-

theless the foregoing description does present a prospective useful

technique that rnay well be developed and applied in future neasurements

of this tpe.

2,5 .2 Frequency - tenDerature differential

ultinately,the characteristic of inportance is the frequency-

tenpelature differential, âf/AT, and this is a function of a nunber of

factors including, in particular, the device-circuit interaction' This

is a nost important characteristic in this study and links the anaLyses

in this chapter and Chapter 3. It has already been expl'ained that,

because of the large nunber of inter-dependencies between the device

properties, circuit and tenperature, an accurate conputer simulation

to predict ðf/AT would demand a very sophisticated nodel and excessive

i
i

I

't

1

!¡

T'
r
r

rt

i

.ri

i'
i
t'
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VtH

(a) Sanpling pulse for tenperature measurement during

bias pulse.

VtH

(b) Sampling pulse for measurement of tenperature decay.

(c) Sanpled device low f,ield current.

T

F

(d) Derived R* and temperature

i
i

I

i

4

1(

l¡.

å'
f
.t

,t

(

4
r
t

Fígure 2.20 lrlaveshapes illustrating sanpling pulse technique

in measuring average (spatially) device temperature
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i¡

{
I
,l

I

cornputing tines. The more realistic approach is the use of ernpirical

results for a particular systen. Such investigations have been made

by other authors as previously reported in Chapter 1. A relatively

sinple neasuring technique, but proven to be quite accurate, has been

developed by the author.

The T.E.D. is biassed with pulses of sufficiently short

duration that the induced temperature effect on the output spectrun

is negligible. The spectrum therefore has the typical sinc function

(nodulus) envelope as displayed on the monitoring spectru¡n analyser'

Using a projectolf lutpl as the heat source and by focussing the output

onto the T.E.D. as shown in Figure 2.2L, the heating of the oscillator

cavity is minimal. The ternperature of the device is nonitored by a

thernocouple placed as near as practicable to the package. 0n increas-

ing the lanp tenperature, the spectrun will shift and the amount of

frequency drift is read directly fron the calibrated analyser dispLay'

Hence fron a plot of frequency shift velsus tenperature the value of

Af/ÐT nay be found at a particular ternperature. Caution must be

exercised in allor+'ing for the thernal tirne constant of the system

between the point of temperai.:',;lrË measurement and the actual die

Fortunately the acculacy of the neasurements is supported by the near

linearity of the ãf/aT characteTistic. For a continuous series of

measurements, firstly increasing and then decreasing the temperature,

an hysteÏesis effect is observed as shown in the graphs of Figure 2'22'

This thernal hysteresis nay be reduced by discontinuous measurement to

allow for internediate tenpetature stabilisation. However, since

it is the slope of the curve that is inportant the mean of the corres-

ponding up and down values on the hysteresis loop is taken to be

sufficiently accurate. The initial regions, as indicated, obviously

show the effects of thernal delays on temperature reversal and so any

l.ProjectorLamptypeWOTANal/223,24V,250W',orequivalent'

.t
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Schenatic diagrans of heating assenbf ies

(not to scale);
(a) coaxial circuit
(b) waveguide flange (after Fairchild design) '
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measurements in these Tanges are lnvalid and must be avoided' The

ïange of tenperature transition was selected to include the region of

interest in the near linear sector. Naturally, the slower the

heating (or cooling) rate, the more accurate the resulting frequency-

tenperature characteristic.

2.5,3 Measuremen t of device thermaL time constant

In the thermodynamic nodelling to establish AT the thennal

ti¡ne constant of the device, td, is calculated from the assumed

dinensions and naterial properties. This concluding section describes

a possible nethod of measuring this (average) thernal tine constant

using a technique allied to that of 2.5.1. It is assumed that the

decay of tenperature between bias pulses follows a sinple exponential

decrease as

TA\'(t) = Tr"*. exP(-tlt.) '

The double pulse technique nay be extended to observe

and record the effect of double rrchirping'r. (The phenomenon of

frequency "chirpingrr is discussed in detail in chapter 3. It is

not necessary to enter into the nrechanics of thernally induced

frequency shifts at this tine since only a rudi¡nentary knowledge is

necessary to understand the principles behind this particular neasuring

technique.) The oscillator and bias parameters aTe carefully adjusted

to provide near linear FM in the output. This is not a necessary

condition, but does pernit easier neasulenents. with reference to

Figure 2,23 the bias pulse of duraatot.n, induces a thernal transielt

AT-=J-TI ¡nl ol

and a corresponding frequency transient (rrçhirprr)

Àfr = (€ar) .arr.
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Fi 2.23 Illustrations showíng, qualitatively, the principle

of double pulse measurenent used in determining

the thermal time constant of a T.E'D'
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On applying the second pulse of duration T- the device undergoes an
p2

illiti¿rl scttling transient to stabilisc at a highcr avcrage tompcr:rturc

lcvel. A second rrchirptt spectrum is generated from the thermal

transient

and Lrz = (åÊ). Lrz .

(Af, will change slightly with the increase in average temperature.)

Depending on the tine interval, Àt, there will be some rrfrequency

relaxationrr as the tenperature decays between pulses t- and t-
P1 P2

Obviously for Àt=0 there is effectively a single pulse and the two

spectra sinply add as fro * frr. As At -+ -, f ,o* fro *d the overlap,

Af, of the two spectra corresponds to the tenperature relaxation between

pulses. That is

Af = (åþ. ATI, where ATt = Tr"*[1-exp(-Atlt.)l

Hence by making two coÍrparative measurenents of Af for different values

of At the therrnal time constant is found from

Af
1

1 exp (-Atr/tU)
1 exp(-ÀtrltU)

The values of the time-dependent device average (spatially) tenperature

innediately follow by substitution of àf/âT if known.

In this experinent it is nost inportant that the voltage

Ievels of the two pulses aïe equal to avoid the inaccuracies that would

arise fron the effects of ãf/ðVr.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter thernodyna¡nic nodels have been described to

predict the average and transient tenperatures in T.E.D.ts. The usefulness

,o,AT, = T,
'2

ry
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of the finite difference numerical technique has been highlighted

although it proves to be inefficient in the analysis of devices of

smaller dinensions. The finite elenent technique should be considered

as a possible alternative. The conputed values of TRV and ÀT nay be

applied in chapter 3 in conparing the rneasured frequency shifts with

prediction. The inportant inter-relating differential ðf/aT has been

deternined ernpiricaLLy. other interesting experiments have been

proposed based on qualitative feasibility studies. This latter section

in which thernally induced frequency shifts are discussed partially

complements, and therefore provides a suitable introduction to, the

next chapter.
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CH.,A,PTER 3

SPECTRAL SY}ITHESIS AND ANALYSIS

3.l- Introduction

From the analyses in Chapter 2 tt'e temperatures in a

T.E.D. of a particular geometry and operated under specified bias

conditions may be predicted. It has been shown that the temperatures

may be varied by changing the bias level, VB, the pulse duration, -p,

of the pulse Tepetition frequency, 7/ *. A change in any one of these

variables alters the average temperature, TAV, and also the transient

tenperature, AT. These two tenperature values are now combined with

the frequency-tenperature characteristic, âft/AT, of an oscillator in

synthesising the output frequency spectrum. In the fotlowing sections

enphasis is placed on the effect of varying tp, with V, and t constant.

Sinilar results may be obtained by varying t and keeping'rn constant.

Prelininary investigations were nade to confirn that the frequency

"chirping" observed in earlier experimental work was thermally induced

tsz¡ - Appendix cl. A series of computer prograns then evolved to

synthesise the observed spectra.

3. 1. 1 Frequency-tenperature dependence

The temperatures aT and Tnu cause frequency "chirping" and

an overall spectral shift, Iespectively. Assuning a constant bias

voltage level and thereby avoiding the influence of the differential

Af/âVB, the frequency "chiÍp", Àf, ancl spectral shift, ôfr, a}"e readily

deduced from

Af(D) =

6fr (D) =

âfr
âT

ðfr

ãAT
ãt- D

D

(5. 1)

and

ðT

ÐTRv

-ãD
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where D=¡_/¡ is the duty cycle of the bias voltage.
p

ðfr/äT may be expanded to

ðfr
âT

ðfr
â'r

p

and hence the above relationships expressed as

The differential

lf(tn) =

ôfl (rp)

âfr
ãrp

ãfr
ãrp

a^T
5rp

T (3. 3)

(3.4)

p

and
ðTRv-r

p

Tp

for the case when the duty cycle is varied by changing the pulse duration,

T.p
The T.E.O. output in the time domain is a periodic firnction

and nay be described by

v(t,tn) = M(t,.n). O(t,tn), (5.5)

where M and Õ are the nagnitude and phase functions, respectively.

M defines the RF pulse wave train nagnitude and may include AM induced

by a change of tn, if applicable, and so rnay be expanded further to

M(t, rp) ur (t) . u, (.p) (3. 6)

Sinilarly 0 nay be expanded to give

0(t, tn) Õ [Q1(t,tn) * q, ¡tn)l (3.7)

Since T and AT are functions ofT
AV

0r (t,rp) ur1(Tou)

p

ôz (tn)and 0(Ar).

t
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Henqe the conplete RF function can be expressed as

v(t,TAV,^T) = ur(t). üz(Tou,aT).0lt¡r (Tnv) 't + 0(AT)] (3'8)

This general expression is more meaningful when transfor¡ned to the

equivalent equation in the frequency do¡nain. Making use of the Fourier

transfornl ptop""ay t83l

F tf r (t) . fz (t) . --- fn(t)l = Fr (t'r) * Fz (o) * --- rn(o) '

where Ftft(t)l - Fr(w),et cetera, (3'8) becones

F [v(t,Tou,AT)] = V(trl,TAV,^T)

= Mr (or) *Mz (TRV, AT) *F{o [ur1 (Tou) . t+0(AT)] ]. (3.9a)

If0istheexponentialfirnction,(3.9a)transformsto

F [v(t,TAV,AT)] Mr (r¡) *M2 (T^y, AT) *or (ur,Tou) *oz (ar) (5 ' 9b)

I

(a)
I

(b)
ll(c) (d)

In (3.9b) (a) defines the periodicity of the wave train'

(b)includesthermallyinducedAlvleffectsifpresent'

(c)definestheoverallthermallyinducedspectralshift,and

(d) defines the thermally induced "chirp"'

Figure3.lillustratesthefornationoftheflequencySpectrum

in a flow chart diagrarn where the convolving functions are readily

identified in basic forn as weighting operations. Equation (3'9)

describes the conplete spectral change with temperature, but when interest

is restricted to the frequency rrchirpingt', devoid of AM effects' the

sinpler forn

v(r,rr,AT) = Mr(r¡) * F{otQ(^T)l i

nay be applied. For exanple, if the output voltage is assurned to be

a r.Javetrain of unit anplitude cosine functions of finite duration 'tn

1 capital letters designate the transforned functions in the frequency

donain
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Figure 3.1
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and repetition frequency t/ t as illustrated in Figure 3.2,

Mr(r¡) = Flur(t)l for ur(t) = 1, t)ttn.lt l.tffirr,
n=0r 1 ,2 r----

2trr
P

@r
11=T

(¡- n.?o
TT-æ

- 0, otherwise

. .nrT .sr-nct pJ ô(

7,

(3. 10)

and F{o[0(AT)] ] = F [cos ça.\ .t' * Oo)]

"rrere fttl is derived from (3.3) and 0o is the initial phase. For

linear FM afr/ât is constant and F{olO(AT)l } is a series of impulse

functions have equal magnitude [84,85], namely,

v
r{oto(¡r)l} = xn 1 . ô (r¡-v. 2n) 'TT

(3.11)
v=vo

where the summation range Vn-vo is cletermined fron ff ut,a tn. The

inclusion of the fi.¡nction 0r(t,tn) would position the range Vrr-Vo,

corresponding to the rtchirprr width, according to TOU' For linear FM

and no weighting uo = -u,., = Z. *.tn. (It must be noted, however,

that for no FM Cþ = O¡ O(AT) is zero fron (3.11) rvhereas the spectrum

consists of two inpulse ftrnctions ô(f-fr) and 6(f+f1). This does not

invalidate (3.11) in which Q1 has been omitted. The inclusion of Q1

inmediately establishes ô [f-fr (TAV)] and ô [f+f¡ (TOU)J or, in effect the

f1 component and its inage as detennined bY TOU. Convolution with Mr (t¡)

generates the total spectrun for both positive and negative frequencies

as shown in Figure 3.2.)

3.I.2 Prelirninary sYntheses

The synthesis of prine inportance is that of the frequency

nchirp'r. The tine donain waveform consists of RF pulses undergoing
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an FM transient as induced by aT in the bias pulse duration, .p.

several nethods of synthesis nay be applied and these are generally

based on numerical techniques. Brandon[84r85], however, has provided

an algebraic solution as described briefly in [82] . The progran cHrRP

listed in Appendix 85 applies Brandonts solution (after some minor

corrections) in synthesising the output spectrun for both linear and

non-linear FM. Unfortunately the discontinuities that exist at the

pulse edges in the algebraic expressions necessitate artificial

corrections in the nunerical algorithn. Alternative nethods of

solution include the use of the conplex Fresnel integrals [86] ' nulti-

tone series[87]and direct convolution as indicated in (3'9)' This

lattea approach has been attempted by the author[82] using the available

convolution progran applied in the temperature analysis of chapter 2'

The same restrictions in the expected accuracy of the results therefore

applied and so this method was abandoned in favour of the simpler

and more accurate techniques to be described below. Essentially,

whenapplyingnunericaltechniques,thetwopossibleapproachestothe

problen are

(a)toincludethephasecharrgeinthetimedomainfunction

and find the Fourier transform, and

(b)totaketheFouriertransformoftheindividualmultiplicants

inthetirnedornainexpression(3.8)andconvolvethetrans-

forned functions in the frequency donain'

The equivalence of (a) and (b) can be readily shown and selection depends

on accuracy and conputing efficiency. Initially the use of discrete

Fourier transform methods in (a) was considered to be inefficient [82] '

but nore recent investigations have proven thís to be quite acceptable

providing caution is taken in sampling the tine domain function' The

availability of a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithn reduces the
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conputing time considerably.

3.2 Applied Fourier Theory

3.2.L General

The problen is based on the solution of the Fourier integral

G(r,r) = /: v(t) . exp(- jurt) dt (s.72)

when v(t) is a periodic function. Before atternpting to solve this

integral it is necessary to establish the relevant properties of

Fourier transforns [85] . The magnitudes of the synthesised spectral

components dependon the forn of the tine donain voltage. For a real

fi¡nction only the inage spectrum is generated in the frequency donain

on transformation. The complex time function generated by applying

the Hilbert transfor¡n will transform to the positive frequency spectrum

only. That is, the correct amplitudes are

2FlRev(t)l = FlRev(t)+Inv(t)l (3.15)

Ttre following example elucidates this basic characteristic of the Fourier

transform.

(a) If v(t) = !. cos o1t¡ the Fourier transforn is

V(r¡) = FlV.cos ortl = rV{ô(o-t¡r)+ô(trr+ur1)} . (3.14)

(b) If v(t) - V. cos trl1t + jV. sin trlt

= t/. exp(jur¡t), the Fourier transform is (3.15)

V(r¡) = F [V. exp (it¡r t)] = 2trv ô (trl-trl¡ )

In general only the real tine function is known and it is

obviously advantageous to generate the inaginary function to suppress

the image spectrq¡n when transforning. The Hilbert transforn[79] of

v(t) is for:nd fron

H [v(t)] * v(t)vHi(r) = - #

to2

(3. 16)



and beco¡nes the inaginary part of the complex time firnction. This

transforrnation simply involves introducing a phase shift of T/Z radians,

the nagnitudes of the coÍrponents renaining qnchanged. The complex

time donain function is

vr(t)= v(t)- jvHi(t)

1= v(t) . i(,rt * v(t)) (3'L7)

and since the Hilbert transforn of Vrn costrtlt ís -Vrsin OIt (3.17) is

equivalent to (3.15). The application of the Hilbert transform in

this exanple is trivial, but its use nay be denanded in problens having

irregular real time fi¡nctions such as exist in frequency locking systens '

3.2.2 Fourier trans fonn of a neriodic fr¡rction

The Fourier transforn of a cosine functíon of finite duration

defined by

where

1s

v(t) =

vr (t) =

Vl (t) . cos01t,
T

T

for Itlt

vr for tl. t

v((¡))

_P.
2

The Fourier transforn of the periodic RF pulse

established fron the Fourier series of the bias cycle fun

namely,

vr(t) = ,,=I- cn. exP(jnutot),

where 2n/t

TT
inc f (r¡-rr¡r) + sinc f {r,r*'^rt)

0

T
_P_
2

(5. 18)

train can be

ction, vr(t),

u)
o

cn T
and s]-nc
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\'';

F lvu(t)l B

The Fourier transform of the RF function has the identical envelope

shape to (3.19) centred about the RF frequency, û)t, and so nay be

llence

elçressed as

F [v(t)]

j-- ,tt.(5 . ô (o-nuro) '
2¡rp V (3. 1e)

(3.20)

(3.22)

(3.23)

T

2r't
p

T

æv1 x sinc (nrrp) . ô (t¡-t¡r -noo) .

Tfl=-æ

This spectrun has an envelope as defined by the sinc function and

consists of discrete frequency components separated bY oo. No

nagnitude correctíon is necessary here since both the inage and positive

frequency spectra of the bias pulse tlain have been used in the synthesis,

the only scaling being in the introduction of the peak RF voltag€,Vt.

3.2.3 Discrete Fourier transforn (DFT) - linear FM

When linear FM occuts, the phase of the RF voltage is

0(r) t,r¡t + %Cþ" )t' (3.2r)+Q
o

Hence the Fourier integral becones

V(t¡) [- v1 . exp I j 0(t)1 exp [- jt¡t] dt
oo

[* v1. e\"{i turr*2¡âlr).t-o] t + Qo}dt.

The DFT equivalent to (3.22) takes the form

I,l_ t
V- = ArI V, . exp{ j trr*%(Pt ) .rn-nl n+So ,n n=o

n=0r 1,2,--- (N-1)

where vr, = samples in the frequency domain'

At = sampling interval in tine donain, and

MrN = number of sanPles.

(For linear FM àt¡r = a, constant.)
ât

The conputer progïan DIRFOUR as listed in Appendix 86 sinulates linear
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FM using the DFT expression of (3.23).

3.2.4 Fast Fourier transform (FFT) - Iinear FM

The availability of FFT algorithns[88,89] as listed in

Appendix 88 offered a significant increase in computing efficiency in

applying DFI methods to sinulate the RF spectra. The FFT algorithn

reduces the nunber of nultiplications necessary in evaluating the DFT

from an order of N2 to an order of N logrN, where N is the number of

sanples. Hence the use of the FFT algorithrn in a subroutine was

eventually chosen as the optirnun means of synthesing the RF spectra

fron the tine donain function for both linear and non-linear FM'

Here, for linear FM, the phase is given by

O(t) = ürrt +k.a.tz * 0o

and so the sanpled tine do¡nain signal is readily obtained fron

fr
:t
,t

M-1
ç

m=0
Vr exP lj(uq+lza n2*0o)l (s.24)

V

(ForsinplicityÖo"*beneglectedand[rj1âssumedtobezeTo.This

assunption nerely sets the frequency se.ale to base band, but does not

alter the'rchirprr characteristics on transforrnation. )

TheprogramusedtosinulatethelinearFM''chirp''is

included in the various FFCHIRPlistings of Appendix B7' For conven-

ience the progran includes facilities to have the spectral envelope

plotted directly and reproductions of these plots have been used in

this thesis. The use of the relatively sinple FFCHIRP pT.oglams

together with the FFT subroutines proves to be satisfactory for larger

,,chirps,r, but difficulties with sanpling do arise when tn is considerably

less than T . Since the I'chirp" width is given by

m

,T
P

û)tt
2nt

:
I

i

4

I

tl

¡
ir

å-
ï
¡t

I

ri
I
i

Afr (3þ
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for adequate sanpling in the 0 ao 
"p 

period, in order to obtain

sufficient resolution in the frequency domain, the total nunber of

sanples, N, can be large. The necessity of large N can result in

excessive conputing times even when using the FFT algorithn.

(a) Scaling factors.

A nethod adopted to nininise the sarnpling difficulties

when Af¡ is relatively snall involved scaling the values of tn and

âf r/ð t F-+ì. From (3.25) it is obvious that the value of Af I remains

urohanged if a scaling factor, \, is introduced to give

Afr (+ a.
-l
2n) YT (3.26)

p

The phase change in tine 0 to

and zero initial phase, is

ÂS(tn) = %.(*)

tn, however, assuning base band frequencies

2Tp

rt

r = 4. (+. #. (ytn) 2 , (3.27)

and so there has been an effective increase in sanpling lange of A0(t)

(hence af1) by a factor of y. For example' typical figures of a

"chirpingrr T.E.0. are

a = Q.4 Ìvfttz/Vs
ñ

T = 10 ur.p

For At=lUs, the nunber of sanples in the range AQ is

N - 0.4 x 102 = 40 (without scaling,y=l)
.0.4or *n = (!a) x (10 .4)2 = 160 (with "F4).

Thus by artificially decreasing the rate of frequency shift and increasing

the tine duration the rtchirp" rernains unchanged, but the increase in

I

i.
i

I

t

i
rì

t.

i'ï
I
,t

(

,{
t
i
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nunber of sanples in the frequency domain provides for better resolution.

The magnitude of the spectral components in the nain spectrun is given

by

V = V' '.vf 1'-l G.28)n T .tñt / '

and so when scaling is applied the computed nap¡nitudes must be corrected

by a facto" of y-U.

(b) Errors.

The rnajor e1l1¡ors in synthesising spectra arise from under-

sanpling and can be divided into two types, namely,

(i) quantisation errots, and

(ii) aliasing errors.

Quantisation errors must always exist when using sampled data in digital

synthesis and in this si¡nulation cause poor resolution ín the frequency

donain. They are minimised, however, by effectively increasing the

number of sanples as outlined above. Aliasing errors are inherent in

all DFT rnanipulations since the Fourier theory asserts that the trans-

formation of a function of finite duration provides a function of

infinite duration. Thus the transform of the finite RF pulse waveform

within the bias duration tn tt an RF spectrun spread oveT an infinite

frequency range. As previously discussed the problen here may be

simplified by rescaling to baseband and making use of the property that

the nornalised envelope of the bias pulse spectrurn is identical to that

of the RF pulse spectrum. The conplete RF spectra is sinulated by

repositioning the spectral components in the range I ao r with those in

the range O to |, F being the sampling frequency.l th" overlap of

spectra in these ranges (aliasing) when undersampling occurs is thereby

avoided. The seeningly artificial means of producing the complete

spectrun is acknowLedged, but it is valid in the light of the sirnplif-{

.ri

Ii
l'

1. Applicable for linear Fll and sinc function (no Fì{) only'
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ications allowed when considering only the spectral envelope' (The

actual components ¡nay be readily included to construct the line

spectTum of the periodic tine function if required, the spacing

between each being ,o.)

Truncation eÎroÎs, owing to the finite word length of the

digital computer, have been shown to be negligible for the CDC6400

machine used in this work [90] .

3.2.5 Fas t Fourier transform - non-linear FM

Having selected the progran FFCHIRP based on the FFT

subroutine as the preferred algorithm for synthesising linear FM

spectra, the synthesis of non-linear FM spectra involved minor

extensions. For generality the phase, 0(t), is now expressed in

terns of a binonial expansion, namely,

0(t) c
n

nt
æ

I
n=0

(3.2s)

where the C are constants. The programs are therefore quite flexible
n

with provisions for the inclusion of special binornial series, as for

example,

exp (t) 1+ tn
nT

æ

T
n=1

A rnore infornative discussion on the use of these prograns is reserved

for 5"6.

3.3 Experinental Measurements of qPçgllg1

The series of rneasurements and photographic records discussed

in the following sections are representative of the results of numelous

investigations. The majority of the measurements hlere made on a

coaxial double slug tuner circuit that pernitted adjustnent of both

1. See Appendix A6.
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cavity and coupling to an external load. The versatility of such

a circuit, however, is obtained at the expense of inpedance locus

sirnplicity as discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. The

ensuring device-circuit interactive effects provided nany interesting,

soneti¡nes peculiar and, all too often, frustrating spectral changes.

To the authorrs knowledge, except for references[82r91] ' no similar

results have been prevíously published. Hence the spectral records

shown, supported by simulations, introduce a special stability problem

that may prove to be difficult to overcone in the development of T.E.D.rs.

Although it is expected that a better understanding of the mechanisn

of ther¡nally induced instability enanates fron this type of research,

there are several allied areas of investigation outstanding. These

are identified in this chapter and it is hoped that future research

will provide results to supplenent those presented here. In particular,

it may be argued that, except for poorer quality devices, the minimun

duty cycle, before frequency instability is evident, is higher than

that used in pulse biassed T.8.0. fs in practice. It must be noted,

however, that this minimun duty cycle is directly dependent on the

bias voltage level, VB, and may well be reduced to within the practical

range with sufficient increase in Vr. Hence the perfornance of higher

power T.E.O.ts (based on LSA devices) in which, at present, low duty

cycle and relatively high bias voltages are applied, could be degraded

by such frequency instabilities. It is predicted that even "itf*irr"t"uru
in dc-to-RF conversion efficiency and effectiveness of heat sinking an

increase in allowable duty cycle will result in some thermally induced

frequency instability. Unfortunately the measurements here are linited,

the restriction being in both the range of T.E.D. ts available and

suitable high pulse biassing equipment. Nevertheless the problen is

clearly identified and reasonably close agreement exists between the
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predicted and measured instabilities.

3.3.1 Linear FM

(a) Coaxial Circuit.

coaxial circuits, having inherently lower Q-factors than

the waveguide circuits, provide for lower frequency stability in

T.E.O.'s. The najority of the measUrements were nade in the C-band

of the microwave spectrum. Typical near linear FM spectra are

reproduced in Figure 3.5, and were generated withT constant and

varlring tn. Figure 3.4 illustrates the spectta observed when naint-

aining T- constant and varYing t.
P

(b) Flange waveguide circuit.

The spectra of Figure 3.5 show near linear FM as thermally

induced in an X-band device ¡nounted in a flange as illustrated. These

results are sinilar to those from the coaxial T.E.0. except that the

àflàt differential is less for this higher Q-factor cavity.'p
(c) Post mounting waveguide cavity.

Figure3.6showsspectraobservedfromaT.E.o.usinga

post mounting circuit and tend to complenent the results of (b)

regarding the order of frequency stability.

3.3.2 Non-linear FM

Although non-linear FM spectra were observed in the wave-

guide circuits,for concise presentation, only the spectra fro¡n a

coaxial T.E.O. are shown in Figure 3.7. The actual non-linearity

depends predoninantly on the device-circuit interaction since over the

tenperature range of interest H tt nearly constant. The spectral
p

shapes, therefore, can be of nany forms and those of Figure 3.7 nust

be considered as sanPles onlY.
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ï
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Near linear FIt{ spectla of T'.E"0" using double slug
coaxial circuit" VB = 10V; r = 225lts; dispersion =

3Wz/dívision. A = relative voltage (linear scale).
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FREQUENCY TII,,IE

Time scale = 0.lUs/div.
T

T = 0.5Us
p

T
p

A=OdB

T

T=
p

1.Ops A = +3dB Tine scale = 0.SUs/div.

f =5
T

2. OUs A = +1dB Time scale = 0.SUs/div.

Typical spectTa of a coaxiat T.E.0. (near linear FIt'l

with slíght linear Alvl) incl
RF voltage scale = 1-00nV/di
scale = SV/div. (lower) D

'r = 160Us. [ = relative vo1

t72
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T = 5.09GHz

A = +2dB Dispersion = SMHz/div.

= 6.0ils = 5.08GHz
p r

Slt{Hz div.

Tine scale = 1Us/div.

Time scale = 2Us/div

Time scale = 2vs/div.

(upper)

( lower)

=+

A = +1dB Dispersion 5l4Hz/div.

Figure 5. 3 Ql continued.
RF voltage scale = LOOmV/div

Bias voltage scale = SV/div.
'r = 160Us .
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T = 600Us

Dispersion = lMHz/div.

'r = 400Us

Dispersion = Ll,tlz/ div.

'r = 300Us

Dispersion = 1.5 Ì'tú[2/div.

'r = 200Us

Dispersion = 3't{IIz/ dív.

'r = 250Us

Dispersion = SltHz/ div.

'r = L35us

Dispersion = 3MHz/div.

Spectra of T.E"0. (double slug coaxial circuit)
for changing P"R.F. (l/"c). VB = 10V; 'rn = 40Us.

llinear voltage scale] (fr = 7.L8GHz)

Figure 3.4@)
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T = 450US

= 30us

t = 300Us

T = 50Us

'r = 200Ust = 250Us

= 30Us

'r = 200Þs

T = 20Us
p

'r = 30usp

'r = 13SUs

t = 20Us
p

Spectra of T.E.O. (double slug coaxial circuit)
for changing P.R.F. (7/r). VB = 10Vi Dispersion =

L\tfrl2/div. [Linear voltage scale] (f r = 7 ' 18GHz)

Figure 5.4(b)
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T = 1.0us
p
A=OdB

T = 2.Ous
p
4 = +2dB

ous
p
A +2dB

T =4 ous

dB
p
¡= +2

T =ó

Tp
A

t =8usp
¡ = +2dBdB+2

= 7Us

Spectra of T.E"O. (waveguide flange nounting).
Dispersion = llvflz/cm; V, = 7.5V; t = 160Us;

A = relative voltage. ILinear voltage scale]

(fr = S.8GIz). [unusually poor stabilityl

Figure 3.5
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T = 0.25ps
p
A=OdB

T = 5.Ousp
A = +9dB

'rn = Sous

A = +9dB

'r = 0. Sus
p
A = +7dB

15UsT
p
A ÉI 9dB

t = 45Us
p
A = +9dB

Spectra of T.E.O. (waveguide post rnounting).

V, = 10V; 'r = 250us; Dispersion = SMHz/div'

A = relative voltage llinear voltage scale]

(f r = 9.7GHz)
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'rn = 2.0Us A = QdB

Dispersion = 0 .SMHz/ dív.

tn = 10.0Us

Dispersion =

A = +11d8

15OkHz /div.

'rn=20.0Us A=+16d8

Dispersio¡ = $QkHz /dív.

tn=40.0Us A=+19d8

Dispersion = 50kHz /div.

tn=30.0Us A=+17d8

Dispersion = 50kHz /div.

'r =50.0Us 4=+21dB
p

Dispersion = 50kHz /div.
Non-linear FM in T.8.0. (double slug coaxial circuit).
V, = 10V; 'r = 1000us; A = relative voltage. [Linear
voltage scalel (fr = 7.4GfIz.)

Figure 5.7
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3.3.3 Alql effects

The spectra and coTresponding tine donain waveforms of

Figure 3.8 have been selected to show a particularly poor T.E.O.

perfornance with sevère thermally induced anplitude modulation.

3.4 Syn thesis of Observed Spectra

In the applied Fourier theory of 3.2 a knowleage of þ
has been assumed. This data nay be obtained fron the obsetv"d 

P

spectra and applied in FFCHIRP to conpute the frequency shift.

Obviously the resulting synthesis would be unacceptable since no

correlation has been nade with the predicted AT(rp) values in Chapter

2. Hence it is important to conpare the predictedrrchirprr widths

with empirical results for specified operating conditions. For

convenience a coaxial T.E.0. was adjusted to provide linear FMrrchirprr

performance.

3. 4.1 Predicted rrchirp[ spectra

For linear FM a comparison can be nade between the respective

values "f F using the relationshiP
p

(5.30)aAfr
ãr

àf
ãT

aAT
ã1.-pp

- âf.. 
"r" obtained fron the data provided in chapter 2 and'l'he values of ¡

are necessarily enpirical for the reasons discussed. The neasurements

of the slopes of the characteristics in Figure 2.22 must, however, be

made at the points colresponding to the values of Tou conputed for the

soecified .r Four simulations were made to demonstrate the accuracy
^p

of conparison with the observed perfiormance.

(a) Frorn Figure 2.22(a) the slope þ in the temperature range

of interest is nearly constant at -0.155 MHz/K. Ihe computed
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differentiar, ff , for the particular device and bias
p

settings is also nearly constant at 20 K/Us over the range

of T considered. Hence the predicted rate of "chirping't
p

is AAfr = 270 kHzlUs.
ðtp

(b) Sinilarly from rigure 2.22(b),

ðf r = 0.g5 WIz/K and nearly constant over the tenperature

"*r"t], inreresr. The same computed varue "t H appried
P

as in (a) since there were no bias changes and so

âAf1 = 700 kHzlUs.
ãr-p

(c) From Figure 2.22(c)

ðfrãr = Q. t25 Nftlz/K, ild a^T .' zo K/Vs
ãrp

to gíve

ÐAfr = 250 k[z/Vs-
ãr-

p

(d) Frorn Figute 2.22(d)

r 100 \Elz/K, and ðÀT = 20 K/;ts
ãrp

ôfr
ãr

to give

ðAf1 = 200 kHzlps.

ç

In the above experiments the T.E.O. circuit was mechanical

tuned not only to provide linear FM, but also to establish a range of

F values as deternined by the device-circuit interaction' The

linearities of the empiricaf þ characteristic and the conputed ffip
graph, over the temperature ranges of interest, tend to increase the

accuracy of the results. Further experiments nay well be perforrned

for a different ffl {.ft.trge of VB) with the same d.evice or other devices'
p
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3.4.2 Observed rrchirPrr sPectra

The spectra corresponding to the above predictions are

shown in Figure 3.9. Measurenents fron these spectra can be conpared

with the predicted values as follows;

(a) âAfr ' 275 kHzlys (c'f' 270kVzlVs)
âtp

(b) 750 kH,z/Vs (c.f. 700 kHzlus)

(c) 250 kH,z /Vs (c.f. 250 kHzlus)

âAfr
F_

P

ðÀfr
ðtp

(d) âÂfr = 300 kHzlus (c'f' ZO0 kHzlus)
ât

P

The very close agreement between the empirical and predicted values

indicates accuracy in the measured values tf F ' Slight differences

nay be attributed to snal1 errors in computing H Generally the
p

results prove the accuracy of the RF spectral syntheses using the

techniques described.

3.5 Analysis of Observed Spectra

For generality the phase function 0(t) has been equated to

a binomial exPansion to give

o(t) = ,Ë, cr..' ,

where the cn are constants selected to provide the closest fit to the

observed spectrum. since AIvl effects often occul sinultaneously with

non-linear FM, the accurate analysis of the RF spectrun can be difficult'

The effect of AM alone on the spectra.l shape can be isolated by the

different:.ar þ obtained fron the time domain RF voltage waveform.
- p 

Êíohted in accordance with *! beforeThe observed spêctrum nust be weighted in âccoru¿rruo. *"" tan

analysing to obtain the phase function'
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3.5.1 Effect of thernal time cons tants on tenperature transients

Earlier spectral measurements were recorded as 3-dimensional

X-Y plots using a test assenbly as illustrated in Figure 3.10. Typical

graphs are reProduced in Figures 5.11 where it is noted that the spectral

width (trchirp") increases with duty cycle ànd hence AT and also the spectra

are displaced down the frequency ïange as induced bI Tou. closer inspec-

tion of some spectra provided the characteristics of Figure 3.12 where

there is an obvious region of near zero òf/ðtn. The regioni of near

frequency arrest is equated with little change in ÀT (or Tou) h,ith duty

cycle (.n) Conparative measurements on two T.E.D.rs having different

active layer thicknesses relate this pheno¡nenon to the effect of the

thernal time constants of the dice. Referring to Figure 3.L2 tllre

frequency shifts of an 80¡rm device and a 20ym device are compared and

display a rrkneerr at rn=S-4ps and tn=15-20us, respectively' Since V,

for the 80pn device is approxinately five tines higher than for the

20pn device, the input powers also differ by the same factor assuming

equal bias currents. The rate of tenperature increase is expected to

be about 5 tines higher for the 80pn device. The die-heat sink

conbination can be sinplified to the electric analogue of Figure 3'13

where Rd
and R are the thennal resistances of the die and heatsink,

s

respectively, and cd and cs aÏ'e the corresponding thermal capacitances'

(0bviously the distributed values should be considered in a more exact

network, but it is sufficient to refer to lunped values here to demon-

strate the principle of the analysis.) Hence the thernal time constants
,i

I
I

i

{
ï
rt

I

are

tU=RUCU= Kt P; (ra'A¿'pd'cd)

= [U?oU. cU

( 1

E-
I
t

,{

I
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where the prs, Kfs, Cts, Ars and lts signify the respective densities,

thernal conductivities, specific heats, closs-sectional areas and

effective lengths of the die and heat sink. Because of the sinplicity

of the nodel rigorous mathenatical analysis cannot be justified, hrt

for snall pulse durations it can be shown that the Laplace transform

TÑ) in Figure 3.13 is of the form
rr(s)

rd(s)
ãq-

rI (3. 31)

where rf is a constant and t¡ and 'rz are thermal time constants Ìtríth

Tz)Tt. That is the die terrperature, TU(s), is

T (s) sT (1 + s'r¡) (s.32)
d

rf B (1 + st2)

the Laplace operator, s, in this analogue being the bias pulse repetition

frequency. Thetrinput temperaturerr is assumed to increase linearly

with t_ and hence is represented by sTr. Thus the characteristics of
p

Figure 3.11 can be explained by considering the effects of the thernal

time constants tU and Ts on the device tenperatufe for relatively low

values of t-. Here the relating frequency-temperature differential
p

âf/af is assuned to be l,inear and negative. It is enphasised, however,

that the expression (3.32) is only representative of the thermal char-

acteristic that can exist r.¡nder certain operating conditions. In

practice the ðf/âtn characteristic is very nuch dependent upon Vr, the

pulse repetition frequency (Figure 3.12) and device-circuit interaction.
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3.5.2 Effect of thernal time consta:rts on spectral shape

Following the above semi-quantitative analysis,it is

interesting to correlate the above characteristics with observed

spectral distortions. Differentiating the general forn of the

characteristics of Figure 3.12 provides the (qualitative) graph of
àf'
ã+ versus TD in Figure 3.74. Assuning a second order binonial

Pðo
expansion for ff , namely,

p

+CrT2-pc + CrT
o

ðt¡r
ãr-p

integration gives

p
(3. 33)

(3.34)or (rn) = t*5lo'

p

+ Cr'r_ 2+ C2'r_3+ r¡r(0)
-;P s Po

Tc
p

and hence

o(.p) = Tn" 
* ffpt * Vn' + trrl(0)'"p * 0o' (3'3s)

(For conveirience in the analysis r¡i (0) *U Öo are generally assuned to

be zero.)

The choice of constants is nade from an analysis of the

observed spectrun noting that, ignoring the pulse edge effects, the

rnagnitudes of the spectral conponents are proportional to(3gUJ-'.
ãr¡, p

Hence ffi ""tt 
be defined as in (3.33), the accuracy naturally depending

p
on the order of the binomial series. The spectla of Figure 3.9 have

been analysed in this way and by using the estinated Ö(tn) in an FFCHIRP

synthesising progran the analysis is checked by comparison as indicated.

Here the analysis has been simplified by selecting an oscillatory

condition where AN{ effects are negligibte as shown by the RF voltage

waveforms. (Selected conputer graphical outputs are reproduced in

Figure 3.15. )
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3.6 Sunnary

Ttris chapter is a synopsis of extensive laboratory invest-

igations and computer syntheses in which the thermally inducedrrchirprr

of T.E.0. ts has been studied. The results nay be supplemented with

details of the analysis and synthesis of the overal1. spectral shifts

as induced bl TOU. However, although such infornation certainly

could be included for conpleteness it would not add gîeatly to that

already presented and in practice the prevention of such spectral

shifts should not be difficult. Means of restricting the actual

trchirytt demand further investigation.
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CHAPTER 4

DEVICE-CIRCUIT INTERACTION

During experiments with T.E.O.fs it has been observed

that nechanical tu:ring of the resonant cavity can result in some

peculiar RF frequency and por{er changes. Such changes include tuning

hysteresis effects, abrupt shifts in frequency and povrer 1evels, and

conplete loss of oscillation. To understand and quantitatively

explain the performance a close exanination of the interaction between

the device and circuit is essential. The nost enlightening contri-

butions to the understanding of free-running and injection locked

rnicrowave solid state oscillators have been nade by Kurokawa[54,55] .

In the opening sections of this chapter the analyses presented have

been taken from these references and apply not only to T.E.O.ts, but

also other types of negative resistance oscillators based on II{PATT

devices and ttrnnel diodes. The remainder of the chapter is the

authorts contribution in explaining the thermally induced frequency

(and power) shifts in T.E.O.'s that have been observed during the

course of this project. The analyses are semi-quantitative for the

reasons given and are built on the foundational work of Kurokawa.

4.I General

Before entering into a discussion of the interactive effects

it is important to gain a clear insight into the mechanisn of oscillation

in a T.E.0. Initially, the performance of a device operating into a

resistive load can be considered. That is, there is no circuit

reactance and so the Q-factor is zeïo. The electron dynamics are

simplified and describe the donain build-up within the device and the
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subsequent quenching at the anode when the bias voltage is above the

threshold level. The current through the load resistance consists

of regular pulses having a fundamental frequency that is the inverse

of the transit-tine of the domain through the active layer. This is

strictly a relaxation type oscillation. The direct effect of an

increase in tenperature is to decrease the nobility of the carriers and

hence increase the transit-tine. The frequency of oscillation therefore

decreases. The frequency-tenperature differential, àf/AT, determined

in this way is therefore dependent on the velocity v(E,T) as described

in Chapter 1. Sinulations of such an oscillator have shownll'921

af
ã- -20 ltftlz/K

and since the addition of circuit Teactance tends to stabilise the

frequency this figure nust lepresent the rtworst casert.

In practice the circuit is a resonant cavity having both

resi-stance and reactance and to sustain equilibriun conditions of

oscillation the following equality nrust hold, nanely,

Zd(A) = zi{tr) (the nodulus of Ru being assuned)

as explained in Chapter 1. If this condition is not net, the oscillator

rvill undergo a settling transient, with possible changes in both A and

û), to a new operating point where the equality is satisfied. In an

extreme case, nainly due to the restricted ZU chatacteristic, the

transient cannot reach a stable operating point and the oscillation

will cease. llence to explain the performance of an oscillator the

obvious approach is to treat, initially, the circuit and device charac-

teristics separately and then consider, either algebraically or graph-

ically, the interaction between the two.
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4.1.L Circuit inpedance characteristic

Owing to the extensive analyses of passive circuits in

the past, the establishnent of Z. is a relativel.y easy task. The

effects of perturbations in a practical system tend to conplicate the

analysis. The following steps in definin9 Zc lead to an increasing

accuracy, but denand increasing conplexity in the nodelling.

(a) Z" is basically frequency dependent and so for a single;

frequency can be expressed as Z"(trt).

(b) Tenperature dependence (e.g. thernally induced changes in

¡naterial resistance and cavity dinensions) should be

included to give Z.(u,T), but this rnay be rnininised in a

controlled environment to sinplify the analysis.

(c) RF voltage amplitude dependence is not usually considered

in a free-running oscillator, but nay be included in the

sinulation of the frequency control using a varactor diode

in a phase locked loop systen. Thus it is possible to have

Z"(utrT,A).

4.L.2 Device inpedance characteristic

The device inpedance characteristic is difficult to accurately

assess, particularly when the package parameters must be included. (The

direct nounting of a die into the circuit is possible, thereby avoiding

the effect of the package, but was not practised in this project.)

Primarily,ZUís found from the electron dynarnic nodels since it is

necessarily a dynamic value and cannot be directly neasured. The

resistanc" lR¿l *d reactance XU are deternined by analysing the voltage-

current relationship in the device oveï one transit time. lR¿l is derived

from the negative current component (n radians out of phase with the

device voltage) and XU fron the quadrature curTent component. The

hysteresis of the electron dynanics [56] defines a capacitive leactance.
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The effect of temperature on the velocity-field characteristic has

already been discussed in Chapter 1 where it is noted that both the

average tenperature an<l tempeTature gradient in the active layer must

be considered. The temperature dependence of the tine constants in

the dynanics, namely,

(i) the intervalley transfer tine constant, relating to the

tine of donain formation, and

(ii) the quenching tine constant,

may be included for nore accurate nodelling. The analysis is

further conplicated by the possible nodes of oscillation including

(i) the quenched donain node (liniting to the LSA rnode), and

(ii) the delayed quench node.

For (i) the frequency of oscillation is set nainly by the circuit

whereas for (ii) the frequency is largely dependent upon the transit-

tirne of the donain through the active layer. From Edridgers

investigations [56] exarnples of inpedance curves have been reproduced

in Figure 4.1. The interesting cuïve of Figure 4.2 is the frequency-

tenperature characteristic of a device and has been identified with

mode changing. The near linear region at lower tenperatures is

assuned to relate to a delayed quench oscillatory mode where the

frequency is greatly influenced by the transit-tine of the donain.

In the plateau region the device is assurned to be operating in the

quenched donain node where the frequency is circuit controlled and the

transit-tine-tenperature dependence is virtually elininated. At

higher temperatures the frequency is shown to decrease narkedly as the

donain gror4rth time increases with the rapid decrease in the negative

differential rnobility. This change in mode can be represented by a

frequency dependence, ZU(o). Essentially the device characteristic

is RF amplitude and temperature dependent, nanely, Zd(A,T).
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4.L.3 Effect of non-linearities - Non-reciprocity

In the following sections the various possible interactive

effects between device and circuit will be considered. It is emphasised,

however, that although the observed phenomena result fron the inter-

action, the observations do not necessarily indicate the shape of the

inpedance characteristics. This non-reciprocity feature exists because

of the nonlinearities in the device where the voltage and current can

have a relatively high harmonic content. The performance of the

oscillator is detennined by the nulti-frequency interaction between

the device and circuit. Reciprocity applies if only a single frequency

oscillation exists and the artalysis to be described is therefore restric-

tive to this condition. Kurokawa[S5] has reported, however, that the

theoretical results are found to be quite accurate for noderate ha¡rnonic

content. In those applications when second harmonic tuning is used

to increase the efficiency the theory is no longer valid. Also, in

the relaxation type LSA oscillatorslL2,L37 the theory is restricted to

relatively high Q-factor circuits.

In general the Z-plane (or Y-plane) nethod of analysis is

basically one performed in the frequency donain. The non-reciprocity

peculiaríty is therefore representative of the deficiencies found in

attempting to analyse a non-linear systen in this domain rather than

the tine donain.

4.2 Z-plane Analysis [54,55]

4.2.I Single resonant cavity

The initial analysis will be restricted to the characteristics

Zd(A) and Z.(ul). Kurokawa has given both an algebraic and graphical

analysis, but only the latter will be presented here. The locus of

Z.(trr) is continuous whereas the Zd(A) characteristic is discontinuous
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and is restricted to the range Z.(VB) to ZU(VU-V') quenched dornain

operation where V, and V, are the bias and sustaining levels respect-
1ively. - The equivalent circuit of a free-running oscillator is

illustrated in Figure a.3@) and the Z-plane loci for Zd(A) ana zi(ur)

are shown in Figure 4.3(b) for a single cavity circuit. The intersection

of the two loci, P corresponds to the condition

zd(A) = z* (o) (4. 1)

and so represents the operating point for steady state performance.

The anplitude and frequency of the oscillation are found directly fron

the calibrated characteristics. Increasing the Q-factor of the circuit

results in the calibration points for equal frequency increments being

spaced further apart on Z.(o). If now temperature dependence of ZU

is included, the condition

zd(A,T) = z*(o) (4.2)

applies and the loci are represented by a parameter set as illustrated

in Figure a.a@). It is noted that because of the restricted Zu

loci it is possible for it not to intersect with ZiCtll. This condition

may be set by movenent of Zi{ol (nechanical tuning) or a shift in ZU(A,T)

(thernally induced). Oscillation will then cease and this corresponds

to the settling transient not reaching an anplitude or frequency to

satisfy (4.2). Intermediate cases exist where the relative rnovements

of the loci result in anplitude and frequency changes, but a stable

operating point is always attained. With reference to Figure 4.1 an

elenentary study of the change in ZU with tenperature is possible. For

relatively large anplitude RF voltages coïresponding to quench donain

operation ít can be shown [56] that an increase in temperature tends to

increase I R¿l . Hence for a constant load and circuit condition, that

is, R. constant, the RF voltage amplitude nust decrease to naintain the

Zd(VB) is a theoretical extreme not expected to be observed in

practice. 144
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equilibriun condition ln.l=n.. Also, there is an increase in the

overall device capacitance and hence a decrease in XU with increase in

temperature. The Z-plane loci of Figure 4.4 ale arbitrarily plotted

in the fourth quadrant and so, as illustrated, an increase in temperature

effectively moves tl.e ZU locus up and to the right. The new point of

intersection with the Z:(o) locus therefore represents the new operating

point at a lower frequency and snaller RF voltage anplitude.

4.2.2 Double resonant cavities

Multi-resonant circuits have intricate Z.(tt) loci including

loops as shown in Figure 4.4(b). Since a double slug tuner circuit

was used in the najor part of the experinental investigations in

this project the following Z-pIane analyses are directly relevant. As

illustrated it is noted that three points of intersection are possíble,

but Kurokawa[54]has proven that co is not a stable operating point.

The selection of ao or bo as the operating point depends on the history

of the oscillator"

(a) Frequency and anplitude chaage.

Assume that the initial operating point, P, is at bo in

Figure 4.4(b) and that by tuning, or as a result of a tenperature

increase, there is a relative movenent between the two loci as shown.

The RF output voltage decreases in anplitude and frequency as P moves

fron b^ to b and beco¡nes very noisy if P reaches b where the two locior2
are tangentiat. (If the initial operating point is assu¡ned to be at

a, a¡rd the movement of the |oci, as shown here, results in b and c
o-lt

being the only points of intersection, the operating point is set at br.)

(b) Frequency and anplitude rrjunping".

In Figure a.4@) P is assumed to move from bo to b, where

with additional relative novement a junp is nade to al. P then continues

4
i'
{
I

irl
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to move fron a to a . This abrupt change in operating point has been
l2

observed by most investigators when tuning a circuit and also by this

author when increasing the operating tenperature of the device.

(c) Hysteresis effect.

Following the jumping phenonenon in (b) ' reversing the

movement of the loci does not inmediately return the operating point

to b-. Instead a hysteresis effect occurs as P moves from a viao'2

"r, 
ão, a, to ah as illustrated in Figure 4.4(d). At au the loci

are again tangential and further movenent creates a jump from au to b,

and thence b Reversing the novernent again retunts P to b- via b
+"3

and b , completing the hysteresis loop. In the case of thermally
5

induced movement the return path ar-tu-br-bo corresponds to the change

in ZU(A,T) as the temperature decreases. Flence, except for the special

case when bias pulses are added to a dc level greater than the threshold

voltage, the effect of the return traverse is not observed since the

cooling takes place between pulses when there is no RF output.

(d) Pulse biassing - double spectra.

When pulse biassing is applied the device tenperature settles

to an average value, TAV, about which there is a periodic transient, AT,

as established in Chapter 2. Hence in a Z-plane analysis the Z^(A,T)

locus is initially determined by TAV *d transients about this value

as shown in Figure a,a@). Again, unless the special bias condition

described in (c) exists, the transient is in one direction corresponding

to the increase in temperature during the bias pulse. The observed

frequency t'chirpingrr is therefore readily explained.

(i) If the transient is such that there is not lateral shift

in Z,(A,T), the result is strictly an FM effect.
o

(ii) If the region of traverse is selected so that the calibration

of Z.(trl) is linear and âT/ât is assumed to be constant (valid for small AT)'
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the output will be linear FM.

(iii) Usually the conditions of (ii) are not rnet and the result

is non-linear FM corresponding to the cornbined effects of non-linear

calibration of Z.(u) and a varying AT/ât differential over the range

AT.

(iv) fn some cases a conbination of FIt{ and AM effects is observed.

The interesting observance of double spectra can be elçlained

by a Z-pIane analysis as in Figure a.a(e). This phenomenon will occur

if the initial loci are such that the operating point, P, moves from

bo to a, via b, as Z.(A,T) follows the AT transient. The first spectrum

is generated as P moves from bo to b, where there is an innediate junp

to a . The second spectrun is generated as P moves from a to a . In
r'-12

Figure 4.5 a sequence of spectral displays illustrates the observed

performance on a spectr.um analyser as the pulse duration of the bias

voltage is increased.

(i) For relatively short pulse durations P moves between bo(.p)

. and br. The initiating point Oo(.p) is a function of the

pulse duration, conmensurate with the shift in ZU(A,T) with

TRV. The output display develops from a pure sinc function

envelope for negligible AT into an FMilchirprr with increasing

AT, there being an overall shift down the frequency scale

as forced¡y TRV.

(ii) When the I'chirp'r linit f, corresponds to point br, the

maxirnun ?'chirp" width has been reached.

(iii) With further increase in Tn, f, renains fixed in position

and fo closes in as TOU increases.

(iv) sinultaneously with (iii) the second spectrum develops

from a sinc envelope shape into an FM I'chirptr at sorne

position down range.
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(v) Eventually the first spectrurn reduces to a sinc envelope

and disappears as the initiating point moves fron b, to ar.

The second spectrurn continues to develop into a wider rrchirp'

as shown.

The corresponding tine domain RF outputs are also shown in Figure 4.5.

The double spectra are generated sequentially and not sinultaneously.

4.3 Experimental Observations

The photographic records reproduced in the figures of Chapter

3 confirm the predictions of linear and non-linear FM and also include

some examples of the cornbined effect of AM. The results here, therefore,

need only pertain to the incidence of double spectra. The analyser

displays supplenented with tine domain RF voltage waveforms as shown

in Figure 4"6 confirm the above predictions. A schenatic diagran of

the measuring assembly is illustrated in Figure 4.7. A seni-quantitative

analysis is possible fron the cornputed Z"(trt) locus of Figure 4.8 using

DSLUG. It is acknowledged that this locus is not the irnpedance as

seen by the die and so in effect, the Z-plane analysis is that of Z.(o)

and ZU(A,T,ur) as at the plane A-Al identified in the DSLUG program.

Here the frequency dependence of ZU is introduced to alIow for the

effect of the package and adjacent circuit parameters.

4.4 Bias Circuit 0scillations

During the course of this project several devices were

destroyed by tuning induced burnout and excessive bias circuit

oscillations. No detailed study of these phenomena has been attenpted

by the author, but further investigation, based on previous reports

[93-95], is recomnended. The devices that burnt out were of poor

quality and had relatively high thernal resistances between the dice
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and heat sinks " Hence the higher dice terilperatures denanded low

duty cycle pulse biassing. Although quantitative neasurements r{ere

generally not possible the following observations can be reported.

(a) Increasing the pulse voltage to the threshold level

innediately initiated severe bias circuit oscillations

having peak anplitudes up to 50% of the applied bias.

(For the circuits used the frequency of oscillation was

approximately 15 Iû12.)

(b) The anplitude of the bias circuit oscillation varied with

circuit tuning and also within the pulse duration.

(c) Increasing the bias pulse duration, in a formerly stabilised

oscillator, very often resulted in instability.

(d) For sufficiently high duty cycles the onset of bias oscillation

quickly led to burnout. As observed on the spectrun analyser

the initial RF spectrum (sinc envelope for low duty cycle)

innediately showed the effects of excessive noise and rapidly

shrept down scale before failure. The tine between onset

of instability and burnout was less than one second in all

cases and usually rrinstantaneousrr as visually observed.

It is concluded fron these observations that the bias circuit instability

can be induced by both tr.rning and tempelature change. This is not

unexpected following the previous discussion of device-circuit interaction

since it is now accepted that the basic cause of the instability is an

RF voltage induced negative resistance having a low pass frequency charac-

teristic [95] .

The better quality, integral heat sunk, CW devices used in

the najor part of the project were able to sustain bias circuit oscillations

without burning out. The tuning (and thermally) induced instabilities,
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however, could not be tolerated in this work and the following remedial

steps were taken.

(a) The 50fl coaxial coupling cable fron the bias supply to the

bias-T connector was nade as short as practicable.

(b) A 50ç¿ pad was included at the bias-T connector.

(c) A sirnilar pad was included in the coaxial cable connectíon

to the bias voltage nonitoring öscilloscope.

These procedures improved the perfornance considerably, but did not

elininate the instability under all conditions. Sone careful adjust-

ment of the circuit coupling cavity (in the double slug tuner) was

sometimes necessary to achieve stability. It is therefore reconmended

that more attention be given to this problem, possibly culminating in

the design of a special stabilising network, for exanple, as described

in [93] .
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CHAPTER 5

ASSESSMENT OF TFIE FREQUENCY INSTABILITY PROBLE}4

The phenornena of thermally induced frequency shifts in

T.E.O.rs has been clearly identified. The nature of the instability

is very nuch dependent upon the device-circuit interaction and, in

particular, the Q-factor of the resonant cavity. The periodic thernal

transient that occurs during pulse biassing and the resulting frequency

rrchirprr appears to be a real problen and possible means of ninimising

or eliminating this frequency shift need further investigation. This

chapter, therefore, is intended to SeTve as an intetin assessment of

the situation and to enable guidelines to be establlshed for future

research and developnent in stabilising T.E.O.rs.

5. 1 General

The flow-chart of Figure S"tl ittustrates the progress made

in the investigations and indicates the suggested paths of future

research. It is apparent that at least partial stabilisation nay be

achieved by one of two possible methods, namely,

(a) the use of external stabilising circuits, and

(b) the development of device production technology to provide

"built-in'r frequency stability.

The forrner possibility is not imnediately attractive since the need for

additional circuitry tends to detract fron the obvious advantages of

the basic oscillator elernent, namely, size and sirnplicity. Such stabil-

ising nethods should, however, be considered since some compromise may

be necessary in optimising the T.E.0. perfornance.

The latteT suggestion is interesting although the present

1 Figure 5.1 also includes
as indicated.

the contributions made by A.R. Downing'
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state of the technology may not allow the developnent of inproved

devices as predicted by theoretical nodelling. Nevertheless it is

the authorrs contention that expected technological developnent

difficulties should not deter the establishnent of nodels to show

that the proposals are in fact theoretically feasible.

5.2 Frequency Stabilisation by External Control

5.2.7 Phase lock loop

The frequency shifts caused by ambient tennperature changes

or changes in bias-circuit parameters are relatively slow variations

with time. The use of phase locking in maintaining stability is

certainly possible and has been successfully applied by other authors.

5.2.2 Injection locking

The injection locking of a T.8.0. using a primary, stable

signal offers a pronising solution to the instability problem, partic-

ularly in restraining the frequency "chirprr that results when pulse

biassing is applied. Investigations into the technique of injection

locking have provided a considerable amount of information on this

subject. In addition avenues of inportant future research have been

identified. A detaited report on this work has been reserved for

Chapter 6.

5.2.3 Bias voltage control

The frequency of a T.E.O. is dependent also on the bias

voltage level, VB, as shown by the erçerinental curve in Figure 1.10.

The inherent frequency-voltage diffelential, #, offers the possibility'ovB

of frequency stabilisation by bias pulse shaping and thence the elirn-

ination of the rrchirp'f as illustrated, qualitatively, in Figure 5.2.

This technique, however, proves to be inpractical for a number of
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ïeasons. The shaping of the pulse would need to be "tailor-maderl

for each operating condition. Any changes inducing a frequency

shift, for example, an arnbient tenperature change or circuit retuning,

would invariably necessitate a re-shaping of the pulse to optimise

the T.E. O. perfornance.

The predicted inprovements in both efficiency and frequency

stability of a T.E.O. when the anode is adjacent to the heat sink

in an asynnetric device invite further investigation as discussed in

Chapter 1. Traditionally, the cathode of the device has been heat

sunk whereas an improvement in performance can be expected by having

the anode at the lower temperature, or, in effect, by reverse biassing.

Difference in electrical contact quality has been suggested as a

possible reason reverse biassing nay not be d practical solution.

Regardless of the effectiveness of this technique, the frequency

instability will not be elininated, only reduced.

A preliminary test was performed, the results of which are

illustrated pictorially in Figure 5.3. The 'rchirprr was indeed nuch

reduced with reverse biassing. However, these results are not conclusive

and extended neasurements are recomnended. It was noted that the circuit

was nore susceptable to bias circuit oscillations with reverse bias.

Since the rnagnitudes of the rrchirpil components are inversely proportional

to (Fa)% an increase in the spectral magnitude nust be expected for reverse

biassing, but this is not always observed. A decrease in device efficiency

nay account for this apparent disparity.

5.3 rrBuilt-in" Frequency Stability

It must be accepted that any developnent of device technology

ained towards frequency stability will tend to ninirnise the problen

rather than conpletely elirninate it. Nevertheless, the following
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proposals outline interesting developments that could well result

in considerable improvernent in device performance.

5.3.L Doping profile control

Assuning near perfect contacts to the die, the frequency

instability is attributed to the tenperature dependence of the carrier

nobilities. The nobility, however, is also dependent on the carrier

concentration and in turn the transit-tine for a domain through the

device is a function of the doping profite. It has been predicted,

as reported in Chapter 1, that a doping gradient increasing fron cathode

to anode (anode heat sunk) can partially conpensate the change in

nobility induced by the tenperature gradient.

5.3.2 Integral heat sinking

As a generát phitosophy, it is preferable to control the

cause rather than the effect, and, applied to this stability problen,

the limiting of the tenperature transient rnust reduce the frequency

shift. Integral, or plated, heat sinkingl4s] - l47l is now rvidely

applied and the reduction in thernal resistance between die and heat

sink results in a decrease in the tenperature transient, AT, and the

average temperature, TOU. An inportant advance in this technology

offers the prospect of double heat sinking[2,46,47]. Details of

double heat sink production are given in Chapter 9. Essentially, the

application of the first plated layer to the n** contact layer effectively

forms a metal substrate, enabling the original ,r** G"A, substrate to

be polished down to a thickness of a few micrometres. The application

of the second plated layer to the polished GaAs substrate forrns a

synnetric wafer ready for dicing and nounting between two heat sinks.

From thernal nodelling a reduction in tenperature transient of at least

50% can be expected. (In a CW device where frequency I'chirpingrr does
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not occur the output polrrer nay be approxinately doubled. ) These

advantages justify the additional production procedures required to

fabricate the wafer, but some possible application problens should

be considered. Assuming a I'worst casett geometry where the two

heat sink posts are rigidly mounted, the following properties nust be

investigated.

(a) The dice have a maximurn crushing pressure and so the

force applied at naximum temperature owing to the

expansion of the heat sinks must be well within safe

linits. Ideally the resulting pressure must not cause

any dislocations in the GaAs crystal lattice.

(b) Assuning the condition of (a) to be satisfied, the

effect of periodic pressure components arising indirectly

fron pulse biassing nust be considered. I{ydrostatic

pressure of sufficient magnitude alters the energy band

levels between the upper and lower valleys in the semi-

conductor naterial and in turn the frequency of oscillation.

Periodic pressures may induce excessive noise in the

electrical performance.

(c) For a relatively thin die and heat sink posts of large

cross-sectional area the distributed capacitance shunting

the die nay be too large and so reduce the RF output.

Referring to the diagran of Figure 5.4 first order calculations

are possibte to deternine the relative effects of the above in a practical

device. (More rigorous nathenatical analyses may be attenpted, but

for such a feasibility study first order figures are sufficiently

accurate.) For sinplicity assurne the posts are bonded to seni-infinite

heat sinks as shown and the ternperature profile in each post is of the

forn T(x) = A.exp(-x/L") + B. The boundary conditions at x=0 and x=L.
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are T(o)=T1 and T(L.)=TO, respectively. The solution is readily

found to be

Tr-To is

(s. 1)

The total pressure, P, applied to the dice for a tenperature difference

P=2.á" E.y.T(x).dx , (s.2)

whcre E is the nodulus of elasticity for the post naterial and y is the

thermal coefficient of linear expansion. Hence substituting (5.1) into

(5.2) and completing the integration the increase in pressure P is found

from

P = 2.(#). E.Y.aT*, (e = 2.7L8)

where AT"S Typical values for copper are

r(x) - rr - Cffif-rl) . [1-exp(-xl1")l .

L

Tt-TR'

E = L2.4 x 10ro Pa

\ = L7 x 10-6 K-l

and for an arbitrary value of L. = 1.0mrn

P = 1.76 x 106 Pa.K-I

The pressure applied in thermocompression bonding is of the order 8x107Pa

and so the naxi¡num allowable pressure should be less than or equal to

this value. Hence the naximun rise in tenperature, AT"r, is approx-

inately 45K. (The crushing pressure for GaAs is approxinately 1.4x108Pa.)

Thernal nodelling may be used to predict AT", and fron previous analyses

the figure of 45K pernits a sufficient nargin of safety in the devices

considered that double heat sinking is not restricted by (a) and (b)

above. Naturally this nargin nay be increased narkedly by introducing

conpliance into the heat sink structures.

In the case of (c) the distributed capacitance is determined
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where A is the area of cross-section of the posts and d is the thickness

of the dice. Ê s êer the pernittivity of air since the dimensions of

the dice are ver.y much less than those of the Posts. Typical values

for a C-band device are

A ^r 0.8 x 10-6 ¡n2

d ^, 1.0 x 10-a m

to ^' 8.8 x 10-" F/^

and so C, * 7 -O x 10-tu F.

At 5Gllz the shunt reactance is approxinately 450f1 and this is considered

to have negligible effect on the device performance.

Fro¡n these preliminary assessment figures it is concluded

that double heat sinking is a practical proposition.

5.4 Su¡nnary

The preferred nethods of frequency stabilisation are based

on rrbuilt-in'r device characteristics. Conbinations of doping profile

and double heat sinking appear to offer the optinun features. Syrunetry

only in double heat sinking has been considered, but it nay be advant-

ageous to ínclude some asymmetry by rnaking the anode colder than the

cathode as predicted by computel sinulation. The unfortunate fact

still rernains, however, and that is although the tenperature transient,

AT, can be reduced it cannot be elininated and so some frequency

rrchirpingil will still occur.
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CHAPTER 6

INJECTION LOCKING OF A TRANSFERRED

ELECTRON oSCTLL,AToR - FREQUENCY STABTLTSATTON

Previous investigations into the phenomenon of injection

locking have been nainly concerned with the observation and analysis

of the locked and unlocked perfornance of a single frequency oscillator

having relatively low FM and Alvl noise figures. In this chapter erçeri-

¡nental work, supported by theory, is reported on the locking character-

istics of a pulsed T.E.O. which undergoes a thernally induced FM transient

during the bias cycle. For lower duty cycles the FM is very nearly

linear, but non-linearities tend to develop with increase in duty cycle

and nay well include direct anplitude nodulation. l, depending on the

device-circuit interactive effects. fiis investigation was initiated

in atternpting to restrain the FM or resulting ttchirp" spectrwn by

injection locking and has provided some interesting results that not

only support the existing theories, but in some respects demand the

extension of these theories to explain the observations. In particular,

it will be shown that this prelininary study of the output spectrun of

a t'chirping'! T.E.O., when perturbed by an injected signal from a stable

primary source, introduces several new fields of investigation necessary

to fully understand and optinise the performance of T.E.O.'s in a

practical environrnent. Although such extended work is not within the

scope of this thesis, this supplenenting research is to be encouraged

since the outstanding problems pertain very nuch to practical applications.

The recommended avenues of future research are highlighted by this report.

The analyses here are restricted to linear FM, but these nay

be expanded to include non-linear FM and possibly AM effects although

A distinction is nade between direct AIt{ and Al'l that occurs as a
result of non-linear FM. In this latter case the nagnitude of
the conponents is proportional to i ßå G)t-\.
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the algebra becomes cumbersome and tedious. InitiaLly, the locking

characteristics of a CItr (single frequency) T.E.O. are considered as

an introduction to the more complex study of the FM or "chirping"

oscillator. Relationships between the locking and free-running

oscillator povreT ratio, and locking range are measured and conpared

with the predictions. A pictorial record shows the effects of spectral

pulling and noise inducernent in the presence of the locking signal.

The relative effects are strongly dependent upon the Q-factor of the

circuit as shown by the conplementary experimerlts using coaxial and

waveguide cavities.

6.1 Introduction

The injection locking of oscillators has been studied by

nany research workers since the early reports of Van der PoL [96,97] .

Refinenents of the basic theory established by Van der Pol have been

published by authors in applying the injection locking nechanisn to

specific oscillator types. Adler[98] has nade a worthy contribution

to the general study of the locking of non-linear oscillators and in

particular the triode oscillator perfornance with an injected signal.

Extension of these firndanental theories to explain the operation of

negative resistance type microwave oscillators centred on II{PATT and

transferred electron devices is possible providing due allowance is made

for the rather different current-voltage relationships that exist. Van

der Polrs theory assunes the oscillator current to be a direct function

of the voltage in the oscillator device, nanely,

i--clV+yv3,

where cl and y are positive constants. Such an assumption is not valid

for the abovementioned microwave oscillators. Furtherrnore, their
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operation cannot be defined by neans of a second order differential

equation on which Van de Polrs analysis is based and, also, a time

variance factor very often applies in describing hysteresis effects.

Nevertheless, the work contained in[96,97]has provided a sound

foundation on which the advanced theories håve been built. Particular

reference is made to the contribution by Kurokawa [5S] ttrat provides an

up-to-date sunmary of the analyses of negative resistance microvlave

oscillators. A number of papers, for exampletggl-[116], have been

published describing the injection locking of these oscillators. Many

of the reports, [99] - [tOS¡ , have applied to oscillators other than the

T.E.0.,whilst those describing this latter oscillator performance

generalty consider the CW[114] - [116] or relatively low duty cycle pulsed

characteristics t1061 - [115] . To the present author's knowledge there

has been no formal study of the perfonnance of pulsed T.E.Ors where

the duty cycle is sufficient to cause thermally induced "chirping".

6.2 Analysis of CW Unlocked Oscillator

To initiate the analysis reference is nade to the basic

theory of Adler which provides the equality

(o. -trlo) CI sin (t) ,o
(6.1)

where Q(t) is the phase difference between the injected locking signal

and the oscillator output, trt. and oo are the injected and free-running

oscillator frequencies, respectively, and CIo is the maxinum locking

range Iri-rol for a given ratio of injected signal power to oscillator

power, PilPo. This follows directly fron the locked condition *fren d$(t)=O'

Kurokawa shows that equation (6.1) applies for the injection locking of

any negative resistance microwave oscillator for a relatively low level

injected signal such that the current nagnitude in the osciLlator is
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not perturbed fron its free-running value. The rnaxinum range' 0o,

is given by

ü)
ofì (6.2)

where Q"*a it the external Q-factor of the resonant circuit. Tttis is

valid only for the condition when the device inpedance characteristic

is orthogonal to the circuit characteristic in the Z-plane. Ttre

case has been derived [55] as

. 1 , (6.3)
cos0-

where 0 is the angular difference from orthogonality between the two

characteristics. The analysis by Stover[117] derives expressions for

the FM sidebands produced in a CW (IMPATT) oscillator when unlocked,

but under the influence of an injected and stable signal. The oscillator

output spectrun is given by the voltages listed in Table 6.1, where

ü", Yr+,'{t-,\z are phase constants, and the parameters C, fl tD1 and

cl(t) are defined as;

c = Qo/ (o. - rrro)

fl
o

o w ,

u)LÙ.
1

o1 = ,o + (c2 /2) ((l)' - tlo)

and &(t¡= no2 /2

The expression for the tir¡e donain signal is therefore

v(t) = Ao {O-cz/Ð. sin(ur1t*'l'")

- c/2(t + c2 /4) . cos [rrr1t+(Ot-o(t) ÞVr1]

- cl2. cos [r¡rt- (Ot-s(t) ) *yr -]

- (c/2)2. sinlrort-2(flt-cr(t)) *Yz l

+ (c/2)s. cos [(tr¡rt-3(flt-o(t))] ] + order(cu). (6'4)

It nust be rene¡nbered, however, that in deriving this expression Stover
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FREQTJENCY PHASERELATIVE MAGNITUDE

Table 6.1 Voltages induced in an unlocked CW oscillator
perturbed by an injected signal (after StovertllTl).
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has neglected AM effects that are apparent in experimental observations

The additional components generated by AM are often at sufficiently

low levels to be neglected, but this is not always so and the relative

FM and AM effects depend very much on the device-circuit interaction.

For sinplicity ANf will not be included in the following analyses.

Equation (6.4) shows directly the following characteristics;

(a) the nagnitudes of the successive sidebands follow a simple

geonetric progression,

(b) the output frequency of the driven oscillator is pulled

fron the free-nrnning frequency, oo, to a new value

ÛJl = 
^o* 

t'/2(tl'-tllo),

(c) one of the sidebands is at the injected signal frequency,

,i, and hence its presence explains the reinforcement of

the locking signal on approaching the edge of the locking

range, and

(d) the frequency separation between the oscillator output and

the sidebands is not o. -oo, but in fact oi-rt.

Arnand's analysis [118] provides a nore conplete definition

of the spectrun of a pulled oscillator. The derived ti¡ne dependent

voltage is

v(t) = jutan | . exp(jur.t)

+ E. (l-tan'z$)

"i, 
Ut*Ð".exp(j (nrìt+o- t+no) ) , (6.s)

j tanl

where 0 is defined by
t4

sin0 =

Table 6.2 shows terms from Armand's analysis that are equivalent to

Stoverrs terms. Here Âo is defined as

t+l
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j E tan0/2

E (1-tan2 e/4 .exp(j 0)

jE (1-tan2 O/2) .tan1/2. exp( j 20)

-E (1-tan2 e / Ð . tanz o / 2. exp ( j 50)

E (1-tan2 0/2) (jtane/Ðrt- 1. exp(jno)

(l)t

(r)r + At¡

trll + 2Atl

tDl + 3A{r)

(l)¡ + nÀü)

COMPLEX MAGNITUDEFREQUENCY

TabLe 6.2 Spectral conponents in oútput fron unlocked Cl{

olcillator ( t55l - after Arnandrs analysis [118] ).
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At¡ = -fl. cosO,
a 1' 

ç¿cosO = (1- l-J" atd K = Z.Qext. 
-Kz', -'.<-"-' f)o

where

However oo

At¡ =

Âpplying a binornial expansion,

Aur = -fl +

E
o

b.
1

0o

Ç.

'['

n
(

and sof¿

K

O.2
-gJ

t4

62
o

zÍ-
o

+ order (-n ) 
*

The equivalence of the nagnitudes is readily shown by an expansion of
A

the tanf terms.

Alternative analyses of the spectra of unlocked oscillators

nay be found in references [169]- [17L], but are not considered in this

study.

6.3 Analysis of pulsed Unlocked Oscillator

With reference to the above analyses for a CW oscillator the

free-running oscillator frequency, Oo, nust nol^t pertain to an RF pulse

train rather than a continuous signal. The Fourier transform of such

a tine domain signal gives the expected frequency spectrum having the

classical sinc function envelope[82,91] . Avoiding the tediun of rigorous

nathernatical nodelling, the spectrum resulting fron a perturbed pulsed

T.E.0. may be likened to that described by Table 6.2 except that ulo and

the FM sideband components are replaced by sinc function spectra.

6.3.L T.E.O. with FM transient

For an FM oscillator signal the frequency is given by

oftl = (¡
oo

du)

ã:t
t (6.6)+

When considering the output of a thermally induced "chirpingrr oscillator,
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oo in the previous analysis now beco¡nes tine dependent. Hence in

Equation (6.5) 0 is now defined by

Sin0 üJ + t (6.7)

Qe*t'f¿

ltrhen the FM is t' ât¡inear, # =", a constant, and the conplete spectrun of

the perturbed rrchirpingrr oscillator is found by taking the Fourier transform

of (6.5) where 0, fron (6.7), is now tine dependent, 0(t). The overall

envelope shape is described by

G (r¡)
p/

v.(t) . exp(-jc,rt) . dt, (6. 8)

where 'r is the bias pulse duration and v.(t) = v(t) of (6.5) with 0(t).
p

In the following developrnent, however, the exactness of (6.8) would lead

to cumbersome algebra owing to the included analysis of the RF pulse

edge effects. For the purpose of a sinplified analysis the linear FM

rrchirprr nay be simply defined as

oo
ât¡
ãt

2+T

2

p
-T

At¡ =
o

o -aToop = 2Ao
o

(6.s)

having a constant anplitude for all conponents equal to V. (-*Urì-z.t",

where f-- is the pulse repetition frequency. (A negative frequencyr
differential is applied here to be consistent with observations in

practice.) V is the arbitrary nagnitude of the tine donain RF pulse

train and becomes a time dependent quantity if AM effects are included.

The discreteness of the resulting spectrum is expressed by

o/^ (6.10)
/u

o'

(a) Analysis of FM "sideband chirpsrl

In describing the spectrum of an unlocked 'rchirpingil oscillator

the expressions derived by Stover prove to be quite adequate for extension

^7,co(ur) = v. (in) -''.t"
+Âr¡
FL

n=-AûJ

ï^-
Ò l(r)-ûJ -n(¡ Itoor'

I
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to explain the characteristics of the resulting I'sideband chirps".

That is, the omission of terrns including ch and higher powers is

acceptable for sufficiently snall c when the difference ltl.-tlol is

considerably greater than the locking bandwidth, f¿o. However, as o.

approaches o^ the analysis must be extended by adopting the more complete
o

fornulation by Arrnand, but this necessarily introduces a far more extensive

and rigorous theory that will not be atternpted here.

(i) frequency.

The above analI;is has shown the sideband frequencies to be

.o,i * r(2fr - f¿), î=L,2,3,--- (6.11)

For linear FM and constant power ratio, Pí/Po, CI is constant, but

= o.-oo(t), having maxirnum and mininun values of o.-trloo and td.-trloo+

respectively. The I'sideband chirpsrr are expressed as

n2
o

zc¿(-tl
(6.t2)

ç¿(t)

Ào .T
o tp

0<t(T p

where n signifies the order.

The predominant time dependent tern is nll(t) and so it is clear that

the widths, AOn, of the 'rchirpsrr increase very nearly linearly with

order. Furthelmore, particularly for the higher order sidebands, the

effect of the t0o' tern is noticeable in that it introduces a non-
ñÏ-tl

linearity into the overall FM. As a direct result of this the rrside-

band chirpsil becorne increasingly anplitude nodulated with increase in

order.

(ii) magnitude.

Apart fron the above non-linear FM effects the nagnitudes

of successive "sideband chirpsrr decrease in a geonetric progression as

expected from the basic theory. That is, on a logarithmic scale the

sidebands show the sane linear decrease as for a single frequency oscillator.

At¡n
ut. -n (fi(t) ) ,
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rrchirpingrr

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

6 .3.2 Assessment

The following characteristics of the spectrum of an unlocked

oscillator are predicted;

the rrsideband chirpsfr generated have magnitudes decreasing

in a geometric progression with increase in order.

Superimposed on (a) is an All effect as a direct result of

induced non-linear FM,

the "sideband chirptr widths increase linearly with order, and

the spacing between initiating points of the successive

"sideband chirps" is constant.

6.4 Experinental Observations

6.4.L Coaxial circuit

Initially, Ðd for the najor part of the experimental work,

a double slug tuner circuit was used in the T.E.O. as shown in Figure

6.1. This circuit, having a considerably lower Q-factor than the wave-

guide circuits, üras inherently more r¡nstable owing to the lower energ:y

storage. The measurements nade r¡nder these conditions of higher

thernally induced frequency shifts were therefore mòre demonstrative

in supporting the established theories.

(a) CW bias.

The performance of a c$l(dc) biassed T.8.0. with an injected

locking signal was first recorded to support the established general

theory for negative resistance type oscillators. To the authorrs

knowledge there have been no previous reports on this subject using

T.E.O.ts In the past elçerinental confirmation has been made using

avalanche [100,103,104,105] , specifically, IMPATT [99,101] and tunnel díode

[102loscíllators. Ttre FM sideband conponents predicted by (6.4) and

(6.5) are represented graphically in Figure 6.2(a) to conpare directly
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Figure 6.1 Sche¡natic diagram of apparatus for injection
locking in investigations using coaxial double

slug trmer circuit.
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with the observed spectra in the photographs of Figure 6.2(b). It is

of special interest to note that fron these spectra the gradient between

the successive sideband components allows the calculation of the ¡naximurn

locking bandwidth, 0o, for the existing operating conditions. Here

the gradient is given by

ðv
ãor

20 Loe(c/2) 20 LoeG/z)
(l)- -(r)r1'

(r). -û)10

where c = is readily found fron

0o = )(o.-oo).exp(av/8.68) (6.13)

AV is the difference in nagnitude in decibels between successive side-

band components. no may also be deternined by direct measure¡nent for

a range of injected locking signal powers, Pi. A comparison between

the two sets of values for Oo is nade in Figure 6.3. In additio. Q"*t

may be deternined fron the FM spectra knowing the power ratio P,/P^

and applying

Qu*a

CI

__L ,
(¡. -û)to

and so f)
o

u)
o

n-
o

n-
o

fron (6.2) or more accurately

Qext
(¡

o

fron (6.5). Regardless of the ratio Pi/Po

calculated using the same circuit, but with

porrrer, nust be constant. Figure 6.4 shows

Qu*a fot different injected powers, Pi.

It is of interest to observe the

two conditions, namely,

(i) Pi/Po constant and varying

1

coæ-

and 0 the value of Qu*a

various levels of injected

the measured values of

spectral display for the

0i, and
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?

(ii) o. and Po constant, and varying P..

In addition to the above neasure¡nents the Locking band-

width, flo, was determined as a fi¡nction of Pr/Po and the square law

of (6.2) confirned as shown in Figure 6.5 for relatively low P..

These experinental results and the above supporting theory

serve to introduce the next section on the ¡nore important pulsed

oscillator characteristics.

(b) Pulsed bias.

Initially the pulse duration was selected for nninimal

tenperature transient within each bias cycle. At such lorrt duty

cycles the RF output spectrum envelope of the T.E.0. was described

very nearly by a sinc fi¡nction as e:çected. I,tlhen perturbed by an

injected signal the FM sidebands were generated as predicted and shown

in Figure 6.6. The observed spectrum is consistent with the spectrun

for a CItl oscillator in Figure 6.2(b) where each FM component in the

latter is replaced by a corresponding rrsinc sidebandt'. The decrease

in nagnitude of the successive sideband ftmctions follows the expected

geonetríc progression showing the linear relationship on the logarithnic

scale. The width of each sideband spectrum is constant.

fncreasing the pulse duration sufficiently to cause thernally

induced t'chirpingrr resulted in spectral distortions as displayed in

Figure 6.7. Here the predictions of section 6.3.2. are verified.

Additional ¡neasurements included

(i) Pi/no ratio necessary for conplete spectral lock under

conditions of changing duty cycle and hence rrchitprr

width, and

(ii) frequency pulling of the f'chirp" spectrun as a function

of P. and o..11

I

I
i'
J
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f . = 7.260GH2
1
A=OdB

f . = 7.257GH2
1

A = +20d8

I

Á

f.
1
A

= 7.252GH2 f . = 7.2SOGHz
1

A=OdB

fí = 7.248GH2 (locked)

A = +20d8

Frequency spectra of unlocked "chirpingrt T.E.O.

't, = 20ps, T = 160Us, VB = 8V, P. = 2.8nW,

Po(peak) = 17mW. (Locking frequency, fi, varied;
P. constant) A = relative voltage. [Logarithmic
voltage scale, I}dB/division: Frequency dispersion
= I}Nftlz/divisionl 
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Rcsults for (i) and (ii) are shown in Figures 6.g and

6.9, respectively, where it is of particular interest to note that

the use of a primary injected signal to restrain the frequency shift
is inpractical, especiarry at higher duty cycles when the resulting
rrchirp' denands an injected power within 10dD of that of the free-

running T.E.0. for stabilisation. Figure 6.10 shows the square law

relationship between Pr/Po and CIo for various duty cycres. The snall

differences at these relatively low duty cycles are attributed to

difficulties in accurately measuring the free-running oscillator peak

power, Po. For higher locking powers, pi, deviations fron square

law are apparent since under these conditions the assumptions nade in

deriving the basic theory are no longer valid.

6.4 .2 ltravegr¡ide circuits

sinilar effects to those reported above were observed in

x-band waveguide resonators. The circuits used were of two types,

nanely, (i) post mounted waveguide cavity, and, (ii) iris mounted

waveguide cavity as shown in Figure 1.5. Orving to the higher Q-

factors of these circuits, the inherently higher frequency stability

resulted in a marked reduction in CIo. Quantitative measutenents were

more difficult to accurately record, but, allowing for the higher

value fot Q"*t the results would confirn the previous theories and

would not provide any additional infornation except to complement the

experirnents using the coaxial circuit. Although the observations

were generally qualitative it was noted that Qext was approxinately

an order offive higher (- 800). A schenatic diagrarn of the test

assenbly is shown in Figure 6.11.
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6.5 The Locking Transient

6.5. 1 Frequency domain observations

A detaíled study of the locking transient does not fall

within the scope of this thesis [119] . However, as a supplement to [119]

the analysis of the spectra of partially locked "chirpingil oscillators

serves as a useful and interesting introduction to this subject. Typical

spectra of a "chirping" T.E.O. with a locking signal present are shown

in Figure 6.13. The oscillator output is initiated at the beginning

of each bias pulse as an unlocked signal. Within the duration of the

pulse the signal shifts in frequency down to lock with the injected

signal, and then breaks fron lock to return to the unlocked state at

a lower frequency, as qualitatively shown in the frequency-tine charac-

teristic of Figure 6.t2. The randonness of the successive locking

transients in each bias cycle is clearly shown by the distinct noisy

region in the frequency domain adjacent to the locking frequency. Since

the oscillators lose synchronism at precisely the same phase angle (90o)

in each cycle there is coherence in the output pulses frorn the T.E.O.

on breaking from lock. The spectral regions on the low frequency

side of the locking frequency are therefore virtually noise free and

show the distinct oscillatory amplitude modulation resulting fron the

RF pulse edge effects. In the innediate vicinity of the injected

frequency the amplitudes of the spectral cornponents show a rapid

decrease consistent with the severe non-linear FM during the locking

and unlocking transients. It nust be noted, however, that these

features do not only apply to T.E.O.rs but in fact any frequency

swept oscillator, for exanple a klystron.

The noise generated on entering lock is predoninantly AM

noise dependent upon the initial phase difference between oo and trl.
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at the time when oo sr^reeps into the locking bandwidth, Oo. This in

turn sets the transit rate âoo/ãt into lock. The exact nature of

the locking transient is not fully understood and is most certainly

a function of the signal to noise level present in the systen and

harnonics in the free-running osci-11ator output. Kurokawa[120] has

predicted the generation of AM noise and has quantitatively shown the

noise spectrum will always be on the trro side of ur, where for an FM

signal sweeping through ri, ,oo is taken as the initial frequency oo(0).

Armand's e4pression (6.5) for the FM sidebands generated as oo(t) s!{eeps

towards o. nay be used also to predict the noise spectrun. The sideband

magnitudes are given by

A1n (t-tan2o/z). (tan 0/2) n-1
1

æ
x

n

æ

x
n=

(6. 14)

where sinO = :ft; . The maxirnurn value of sinO = 1 corresponds to
(.r)-o t "'' *i

0-^-- = r/2 and hence the theoretical sideband nagnitudes tend to infinity.max

However, the derived erçressions assume no change in magnitude of the

oscillator output voltage and so become invalid in the vicinity of lock.

A rnore quantitative description of the transient response

follows by solving (6.1) subject to the initial phase condition, Q,I|7Z -

1731, 0o is the randon initial phase difference between the free-

running oscillator output and the injected signal. For the special

case when o^-o, = 0 it has been shown[171] thatlo1

ô(t) = 2tan-r' ' vi oo(t) 0-
lexp¡- J' d-O;.. t"n ] I . (6.1s)

The rate of change of phase P defines the frequency of components

generated during the transient whilst the second derivativ" U;t5t'

indicates the magnitude of those components. A solution to (6.15) and

derivatives necess+Tily denands a knowledge of Qo, the randon variable.

1. V. and V are the injected and T.E.O. RF voltages, respectively.
1 o
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6.5.2 Tine domain observations

For completeness the RF time domain response r^ras recorded

to show the locking transient as in Figure 6.74. It is noted that

the oscillation on entering lock shows the expected randonness consistent

with the observations in the frequency donain. rt is of particular

interest to note the unlocking transient in the expanded views of

Figure 6.74, The !90o phase shift in the unlocked signal is clearly

evident together with the asymnetry in the rate of voltage change during

each beat cycle as shov¿n by the difference in display intensity.

6.6 Sunnary

The investigations into the perfornance of CI'tl and pulsed bias

T.E.0.rs when perturbed by an injected signal fron prinary source have

supported the theories developed. Although more rigorous mathenatical

treat¡nent is possible the sirnplifications nade appear to be acceptable.

The spectrun of an unlocked 'rchirping" T.E.O. has been satisfactorily

modelled. The feasibility of restraining the thernally induced frequency

shift by an injected prinary signal has been investigated. Unfortunately

this nethod of frequency stabilisation is inefficient at duty cycles

higher than about Llro. The nany spectral recordings and analyses

highlight inportant future avenues of research investigation.

6. 6. 1 Reconmended further research

Future work in this field nay well include the following:

(a) Studies of the locking phenonenon of nutually coupled

T.E.0.rs operating CW or pulsed. Particular attention

should be paid to the effects of nutual pulling and noise

inducement, hence spectral degradation, that occurs on

breaking lock. Such investigations are most relevant in
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(a) P. (reference) = OdB

Tine scale = 10us/div

(b) P' relative = -4dB

Time scale = lOus/div.

(c) P' relative = -10d8

Time scale = 1Ous/div.

fdl P. . relative
7-' = -13d8

Tine scale = 2vs/div.

(e) Pi, relative = -10d8

Time scale = 3us/div.

(f) P' relative = -10d8 [c.f.(c)]
Frequency dispersion SMHz/div.

Photographs showing the locking and unlocking transients

of a coaxial T.E.O. Locking incoherence and unlocking

coherence clearly evident. T = 200ils, V, = 10V. lnp

voltage scale = 0.02Y/divisionl

Figure 6.14
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(b)

(c)

(d)

the rmderstanding of the characteristics of an array of

devices planned for developnent in high pohrer practical.

applications. The loss of synchronism of a single

device, perhaps thernally induced, may well result in an

unacceptable noisy performance ;

an extended analysis to include non-linear FII and AM;

coirtinued studies into ffself-injection locking'! [1741

detailed studies of the locking transient [175] including

the effects of harmonics in the free-running oscillator

performance, and

a statistical analysis of the locking probability in

the presence of noise.

(e)
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